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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

STANDING COMMITTEE ON FIRE, WATER AND GAS,

IN CONNEXION WITH THE

SUPPLY or WATER
TO THE CITY.

February 14, 1854.

Tlie Committee met.

TRESENT.

Alderman Remain, Chairman.

„ Piatt.

Councillor Earl.

Graham,

M'Conkey.

Rowell.

Wright.

The subject of furnishing the City "with a good supply of

pure water having been taken into consideration, the Com-

mittee decided upon recommending the Council to appropriate

the sum of ^150, to be apportioned by the Committee to the

parties fui'nishing the best plans and specifications for 'hat

object.

5)
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February IT, 1854,

Tlic Committee met.

PRESENT.

Alderman llomain, Chairman.

„ riatt.

Councillor M'Conkcy.

J,
Rowcll.

Wright.

Chief Engineer AshfieUl.

The different subjects of erecting new Water works, the

City purchasing the old ones, the payment for the new

Hydrants, the keeping in repair the old ones, the furnishing

pure water, and every other matter pertaininc- to the W ater

Company were very fully discussed.

February 18, 185-i.

The Committee met.

PRESENT.

Alderman Romain, Chairman.

„ Piatt.

Councillor Earl.

Graham.

Rowell.

Wright.

Chief Engineer Ashfield.

The subject of providing the City with good pure water,

and procuring plans for erecting Water Works, was again

taken up, and the Committee confirmed their former decision

on the matter, on the following additional grounds :--

Relative to purchasing the present Water Works the Com-

mittce having only, as yet, had a verbal offer of the \\ orks,

in bulk, at X35,000, without any satisfactory proof ot their

value, or capacity for the requirements of the City.

On changing or revising the present contract, which has

continued for twelve years, and will expire in nine more, the

Committee have had nothing before them to justify them m

recommending such a course.
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Upon the adoption, by the Council, of the recommendation

of the Committee, the following advertisement was issued :—

TORONTO NEW WATKll WORKS.

rpiIE Corporation of the City of Toronto, having decided to construct

-L now WATER WO 1IKS,—to bo suppliod hy tho Water from Lake

Ontario, will receive Plans and Estimates from Civil Engineers desirous

to compete,—until tho first day of July next. Two rremiums, one of

£100, and the other of X50, -will 1)0 given for tho two best plans. The

plans to bo sealed, and must be accompanied by a note, containing the

Signature of tho competitor, or a motto corresponding with the plan.

J5gy» Any further information may be obtainid on application at tho

City Chamberlain's office. ClIAS. ED. IIO.^IAIN,

Chairman.

Committee Room, )

Toronto, March 8, 1854. I

The Committee met.

PRESENT.

July 13, 1854.

Alderman Romain, Chairman.
" Piatt.

Councillor Earl.

« Rowell.

» Wright.

Chief Engineer Ashfield.

The various plans, reports, &c., submitted in compliance

with advertisement, were examined and read.

Tho Committee ordered that the "Mottos" or keys to the

authorship of the several plans be sealed up by the Clerk, and

that the Committee adjourn to give time to carefully examine

the plans, &;c.

August 18, 1854.

The Committee met.

PRESENT.

Alderman Romain, Chairman.
" Piatt.

Councillor Graham.



The Committco adjourned in consequence of the ncccsaary

absenco of several members on the Board of Health.

September 10, 1854.

The Committee met.

PRESENT.

Alderman Romain, Chairman.

His Worship the Mayor.

Alderman Piatt.

Councillor Graham.

*« McConkcy.

The plans, reports, and specifications for the new Water

Works were again examined and discussed.

September 18, 1854.

The Committee met.

PRESENT.

Alderman Romain, Chairman.

" Piatt.

Councillor Graham.
" McConkey.
« Rowell.

« Wright. •

Chief Engineer Ashfield.

After a further examination of the plans, reports, &c., for

the construction of new Water Works, it was resolved that the

opinion of some competent engineer or engineers (not inte-

rested in any of the plans) be obtained to assist the Committee

in coming to a proper decision, the same idea having been

suggested at a former meeting, the Chairman submitted the

names of Jarvis and Baldwin, two eminent engineers in the

United States; but in view of the great expense likely to be

entailed on the City by consulting engineers so far away, it

was ultimately decided that Walter Shanlcy, Frederick W.

Cumberland, and C. S. Gzowski, Esquires, being resident

engineers of high standing, would be proper parties in con-

nection with the City Surveyor, John G. Howard, Esquire, to
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advise the Committee on tlie plans, reports, &c. Puovided

tliat the said gentlemen stated that they were not interested

in any of the plans, and tliat His Worship the Mayor with the

Chairman of this Committee, be a sub-commiitce to wait upon

the gentlemen named, to ascertain that they were not in-

terested, and if they w ild willi as little delay as possible

assist this Committee with their opinions. The Committer

then adjourned to await the report of the sub-committee.

September 19, 1854.

The Committee met at 2 p. m.

PRESENT.

Alderman Remain, Chairman..

His Worship the Mayor.

Alderman Piatt,

Councillor Graham.

** McConkey.
«* RoT'-ell.

Chief Engineer Ashfield.

The Chairman and His Worship the Mayor reported that

they had had an interview with Messrs. Shanley, Cumberland,

Gzowski, and Howard, that the three first named gentlemen

had stated they were no v/ay interested in any of the plans,

reports, &c., except as citizens anxious for the establishment of

first-rate Water Works with a due regard to economy^ and

that they would have much pleasure in assisting the Committee

gratuitously; Mr. Howard, City Surveyor, declined on the

ground of his being interested in one of the plans.

Messrij. Shanley, Cumberland, and Gzowski, having met the

Committee and devoted their whole afternoon to the several

reports, plans, ^c, unanimously submitted the folloAving

opinion :

—

To the Chairman of the Committee on Water Supply-.

City Hall, 18th September, 1854.

Sir,—Having examined the plans and reports on water

supply to the City of Toronto, respectively marked " Ke-see-

fl
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nail Zi-bing", "A. Z." and "Red Cross", Ave are of opinion

that the first rank shoukl be awarded to the report marked " Red

Cross", and the second to that marked " Ke-sce-nah Zi-bing."

With regard to the former, whilst we consider the system

proposed in it, as superior to the other suggested, we shoukl

be inclined to demur to the source of supply, to the position

and altitude of the reservoir, which if possible should be

more central and at a higher level, and to the details of dis-

tribution which would seem to be capable of improvement.

In such matters of detail, however, careful local investigation

and study arc requisite before they can be safely determined

on ; and the corporation will find its most economical as well

as its most permanently efficient course, to secure the advice

of an experienced engineer from time to time to consult with

the person, whoever he may be, to whom shall be entrusted

the execution of the system, which should be well weighed in

all it? bearings before being finally adopted.

We are, sir, your obedient servaniSj

(Signed)

W. SHANLEY,
C. S. GZOWSKI,
FRED. CUMBERLAND.

The committee having thanked jMessrs. Shanley, Cumber-

land & Gzowski, for their gratuitous and valuable services,

awarded the premiums as follows :

—

To the plan marked a " Red Cross", found upon exami-

nation to have been furnished by George Kent Radford,

Esquire, the first preminm of i^lOO.

To the plan marked "Kc-see-nah Zi-bing," furnished by

Henry Y. Hind, M.A., Professor of Chemistry, Trinity Col-

lege, and Sandford Fleming, Esquire, Resident Engineer of

0. S. & H. R. R., the second premium of =£50.

The committee further resolved to recommend that an addi-

tional sum of £25 be granted for the third best plan, marked

"A. Z.," found to have been supplied by John G. Howard,

Esquire, City Surveyor.
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The substance of these proceedings the committee conveyed

to the council in the following report :

—

To the 3Iayor, Aldermen and Councllmcn, in Council

assemhhd.

The Standing Committee on Fire, Water, kc. ' eg leave to

bring up their report No. 11.

Your committee beg leave to report that they have disposed

of the £150 voted by the council for premiums to be awarded

by your committee for the best plans, &c., for the erection of

new water works. And that they have given tlie sum of

.£100 to George Kent Radford, Esquire, as a first premium

for plan and report marked "Red Cross," and the sum of

£50 to Henry Y. Hind, M.A., Professor Chemistry, Trinity

College, and Sandford Fleming, Esquire, Resident Engineer

Northern Railroad Company, as a second premium for plan

and report marked •' Ke-sce-nah Zi-bing."

Your committee recommend that the sum of £25 bo given

to J. G. Howard, Esquire, for furnishing the plan and report

marked A. Z , upon the erection of ncAV Avater works ;
which

plan your committee would have awarded a third premium

to, had they not previously decided upon dividing the sum

placed at their disposal into two premiums.

All which is respectfully submitted.

CHARLES E. ROMAIN.

To the Worshipful the Blayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

of the City of Toronto, in Common Council assembled.

The Standing Committee on Fire, Water, and Gas, beg

leave to submit their Report, No. 12.

Your Committee were unanimously of opinion that the ample

supply of pure water, and establishment of new Water Works,

in the very best manner, was a subject of such great impor-

tance to this City, that they would not hastily recommend

ii^
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any positive steps to be taken in the matter, that there was

the least possibility of finding it necessary to change hereafter,

and that when the Coiporation obtained their Charter from

the Legislature, that the first step to be taken would be to

employ some Engineer of undoubted ability to make out a full

plan, specification and estimate, based upon the best informa-

tion that could in the meantime be procured, and that said

plan, specification and estimate, be submitted to some other

undoubted authority for verification, and when the Corporation

were satisfied that they had the best plans, &c., and that they

could depend upon the services of an Engineer proved to be

of undoubted ability and integrity, then to go on with every

possible despatch to the completion of said object.

After a good deal of conversation in relation to the estab-

lishment of Water Works, Mr. Radford expressed the opinion

that the Water could be brought from Lake Simcoe for a sum

not to exceed the amount now contemplated to be expended,

capitalizing the additional cost per annum of forcing the water

up from Lake Ontario, over the expense per annum of the

Works if the water was brought doAvn from Lake Simcoe.

After a good deal of discussion upon the subject, the Com-

mittee unanimously resolved to recommend the Council to

place the sum of £100 at the disposal of the Committee, for

the purpose of obtaining a preliminary survey and report

upon the practicability of bringing in the water for the supply

of the City from Lake Simcoe.

All which is respectfully submitted.

CHAS. ED. ROMAIN.

Committee Room, Oct. 9, 1854.

I
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KOMAIN.

EEPOETS SUBMITTED,

WITH THE PLANS, &c., IN COMPETITION,

NO. t, MARKED "A RED CROSS,"

BY GEO. KENT RADFORD, ESQ.

Toronto, June 25th, 1854.

To the Committee on Water Supply :

Gentlemen,

In accordance with your advertisement, requesting plans

and estimates for a supply of water to the City of Toronto,

and stating that you had determined on taking the water

from the Lake, I beg to submit the accompanying plan, &c.

Before entering into a description of the means proposed

to effect a proper and sufficient supply of water for the various

purposes of domestic and public wants, I must premise, that

in arranging the details I have been influenced by a regard

for the future wants of a rapidly increasing population, at the

same time that I have kept the expenditure within proper

limits in reference to the present requirements.

I propose to take the supply from the Bay, at or about the

point shown on the plan herewith attached ; this will be in at

least ten feet water, if not more, and in the choice of this

spot, I have been influenced by the observations that I have

made during the short time I have had the opportunity of

doing so, that the water is the clearest at that point, than

any in the vicinity ; it is also within the line of the projecting

wharves, and out of the track of steamers and craft, I do not

of course, bind myself to select that spot, but I do not think

any other can be found where a better supply can be procm'cd

with a due regard to economy.

J
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To go cast is out of the question, from the public wharves,

&c., rendering the water foul, and Avestward, it will ho found

that the continual washing of the Lake shore produces a con-

stant muddiness, besides necessitating a great expenditure m
the rising main.

There only remains an extension soutlnvards, into the Bay,

to deeper water, but I am convinced that no advantage will

be gained from doing so, besides being liable to get in the

track of steamers and craft.

At the position shown in the plan I propose to construct a

wharf, this wharf to be at the edge of the intended Esplanade,

(if a portion of the Esplanade be granted for this purpose this

wharf may be dispensed with,) and thereon to erect the neces-

sary engines and pumps, for forcing the water through the

rising main up into the reservoir at the head of Spadma

Avenue.

The engines will consist of three in number ; one being

sufficiently powerful to lift a quantity of a\ ater iuto the reser-

voir equal to 1,500,000 gallons in twelve hours, being a supply

of 25 gallons per day for 60,000 inhabitants.

Two engines of a combined power equal to the above arc

also provided in case of accident to the larger one, so that

while repairs are in progress no stoppage will take place.

It will be at once seen that this engine power gives great

margin for extension ; thus, the larger engine worked for 24

hours, will give a supply for 120,000 inhabitants.

The large one and a small one will supply 180,000, and the

whole together will supply 240,000.

I do not, however, mean to say that this will be accom-

plished without further engine power, as spare power must

then be provided, as in the present case, still, it will give an

idea of the capacity for extension the work will possess.

These engines will be on the principle known as the Cor-

nish, which consists of admitting steam of a high pressure

into the cylinder, and allowing it to expand, producing the

effect with r very great reduction in the consumption of fuel,

as compared with other engines ; thus, this engine will work
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with 3}cwt. of coal per hour, but the consumption of an

ordinary engine averages, for the same power, at least 8cwt.

per hour.

The water will be forced through the rising main, which is

proposed to be of 24 inch diameter, and although somewhat

larger than at present necessary, I consider it true economy

to give it this capacity, so as to preclude the necessity of

future enlargement for a considerable period.

The water on its passage to the reservoir will be drawn

off by the mains right and left down Front Street, Wellington

Street, King Street and Queen Street, the remainder passes

into the reservoir.

The reservoir is proposed to be situated in a field, the

second from the conccsssion road, the map not extending far

enough north, I have placed it next the road to show its

position.

It will be of a capacity of 10,000,000 gallons, and will be

divided into two compartments, so that in case of muddiness

or sediment in the water after a storm &c., one compartment

may be filled and allowed to settle, then drawn off while the

other is also settling, also in case of an accident to the rising

main, the supply may go on from the reservoir without

inconveniencing the consumers.

A main pipe goes from the reservoir along the concession

road to the head of Yonge Street, of a capacity equal to the

carriage of a supply sufficient for the whole district bounded

on the'north by the concession road, south by Queen Street,

east by the Don, and west by College Avenue, and in case of

accident to rising main will also supply the whole city,

although of course on a smaller scale.

The ma,n then descends Yonge Street sending off branches

to the streets on either hand and supplying the house services

on its own route, it diminishes in size until it terminates at the

the Front Street main. It is connected with the Queen Street,

Richmond Street, Adelaide Street and AVellington Street mains.

The other mains are carried through every street at pre-

sent inhabited, and arc of capacity to give supplies to a

III
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greatly increased population, indeed the principal one I con-

aider will never require increasing, the only increase being in

the smaller pipes and in extending new ones into new streets.

The supply that can be given is calculated on a consumption

of 25 gallons per head, this is the quantity now settled as the

required supply by the best authorities in England, &c., and

provides fully for domestic, manufacturing and public wants.

It has been found, that under the "constant system" or

that wherein the pipes are constantly full and ready for use

the consumption takes place in a few hours and the pipes have

consequently been calculated to deliver the whole quantity in

6 hours, this will give good margin in case of excessive

demands, such as fires, &c., and as regards present cost, will

but slightly increase the minimum expenditure requisite to

supply the present wants.

It is proposed to carry the water up to the exterior of every

house, and to use wrought iron pipes for this purpose instead

of the lead now used, this will effect a considerable saving

both in material and labour as no joints will be required to be

made, a simple screw joint being all that is requisite ;
the es-

timate, therefore, includes the cost of furnishing every house

within the city at present in the rate book, with a supply

up to the exterior wall, the tenant or landlord making the

further additions, and here I may take occasion to advise

that the corporation undertake this portion, also charging a

rental for the use, which to the poorer portion of the popula-

tion, will be a great advantage in saving them the immediate

outlay.

Stand pipes are provided for fixing at every junction of

streets, and wherever otherwise requisite, and fire cocks of an

improved and perfect pattern will be fixed at every 83 yards,

this being found from experience to be the maximum distance

for efficient work.

There will also be provided a sufficient number of loose

stand pipes at the various engine houses, so that on an alarm

of fire, the hose and one of these stand pipes may at once

proceed without an engine and be fixed, and throwing a
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stream of water varying from 30 to 100 feet in height in 10

minutes after arriving at the fire.

These cocks and pipes will afford the means of watering and

cleansing the streets, by means of spreading jets, &c., thereby

saving a great expense in carts and horses, and affording

streets now suffering from dust the benefit of water.

NOTE.
Should the committee consider it necessary that a supply

at a greater height than 10 feet above the level of concession

road and Bloor Street be provided, it will be requisite either

to increase the depth of the reservoir or carry the rising main

and reservoir on to the high land further north, in the direction

shewn by the arrow, the latter in such case would be the

preferable course, but I should not advise any such increase,

as I do not consider that the giving a supply at a greater height

to the comparatively few houses in that district most of which

are only one story high, would compensate for the primary

additional cost (.£6000) and subsequent annual charge for

working expense (i^280 per annum) and interest on capital.

The height of the reservoir above the city, although not so

great as I should wish, will still, from the favorable slope of

the ground, afford great facilities for getting a jet of water of

considerable height, I consider that it may be fairly calcu-

lated on giving a supply at 10 feet]above the level of the road

along the concession road and Bloor Street, increasing rapidly

until at Carlton Street it becomes between 30 and 40 feet, and

at Queen Street 60 feet, increasing to 90 or 100 feet at Front

Street.

Taking the case of Philadelphia as an example, we find

that with a head of 93 feet at six miles from the reservoir, a

jet of water will rise, during the night, to between 4-5 and 60

feet, during the day, when the consumption is very great, to

25 feet. Now as, in the present case, we have the greatest

distance of any point from the reservoir at 4|- miles, and the

head is on say King Street, at the Don Bridge, (the ex-

tremity,) 139 feet, we may fairly calculate on half as much

more, if not double chat of Philadelphia.
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This would enable a fire to bo oxtinguishcil without the

assistance of an engine, in tlie lower portions of the Toavr

sav Bouth of the liberties, and even in the upper parts the

labour will be so much diminished as to render fire engines

almost unnecessary.

In submitting the estimate of this work I have to remark,

that it is based upon present prices.

Tlie engines are 6o7ia>Ze tenders, received from the bci^t

makers in England, and therefore are to be relied on
;
the

pipes are also actual tenders, for the present time, but o

course, will be subject to the fluctuations of the market until

the time of ordering, still, I do not think this item will be

increased. ,1^1
The other portions, such as buildings, &c., are calculated on

prices paid for such work here, and consequently may be

presumed to stand good at the time of letting.

I estimate the cost of the entire works, (exclusive ot

damages or cost of ground for pumping station at the Espla-

nade,) as follows :

—

^ S • CI

Pumping Engines, House, Wharf, &c 26,110

mXs, Stand Pipes, Cocks, House Services, &c. 63,958

101,574

Add Engineering contingencies, &c n,'^2G

£115,000

The cost of working the engines, and staff requisite for

keeping mains, &c., in order, I calculate as follows :—

FOR A SUPPLY OF 60,000 INHABITANTS.

£ £

Depreciation on Engines, Houses, Rc^-ervoir, &c.,

£38,000 at 2 per cent
_|^^

Ditto Mains, 64,000 at i per cent 160
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Coals, 312 (lays, at 2 tons = 624 tons, 303. 930

Stores 234

Repairs 100

Salary of Resident Engineer 400

Superintendent of Mains 200

Assistant 150

Collector of Rents 200

Reservoir Keeper 150

Engineer at Engines 200

Stokers 300

Labourers 100

1270

1100

600

920

2070

£3890
Say £4000..

Kow, as the present number of houses is 5900, for an

assumed population of 45,000, this gives 7-63 inhabitants per

house, (a very high proportion, it being only 5 in England,)

therefore 60,000 Avill require 8,000 houses, being a charge of

10s. per liouse ; but if taken on the families assumed lO be in

the City, at the opening of the works, which may be taken at

"10,000, the charge Avill be 8s. per family, exclusive of amount
for interest on capital, and the necessary Avork inside the

house, connected with the supply.

This charge would diminish as the population increased,

and to shoAV Avhat it would bo for a supply of 120,000, I have

made the calculation.

£ £
Depreciation of engines, &c. ... 760

Ditto Mains, (consequent on increase) 222

982
B
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Coal., 312%., at 4 tons= 1248 at XI 10s. 1872

Stores
200

r^^T«'»'« JL- 2510

1800
Engineers, Kc

_^340

i:5322

SayX5,r.OO.
^

This on 25,000 fiimilies == 4s. 5a. per fannly.

In comparing these .vorks .vith others on this continent, it

is ml to fmd a .inular case, the nearest being Chicago

;

hevW to pump from the Lake, through a stand pipe, into

^M, ^i-d Lrvoirs and ranks, .ith about thirty miks

0^5- , at present, the .vorks cost, in a favourab e ime fo

Ice of pipe , &c., X90,000, with engine po.ver for 100,000

inhabit nts only vhen at full power; my plan gives engine

.o" formO^OO inhabitants, with 40 miles of pipes, with

n .liffcrencc of £'2 per ton in iron, in their favour.

^ tZl on thr^any culv.ntages to the C.y fron, avmg

,A a constant B«in.ly of ^vatcr as may l.c rvoc.vcd ftom

th otvoZ is ciuit'eUncccssary, but I may mention .hat a

rZton .^ay he cffcctea in the rates of insuranec vlueh

"ho such as to fully repay the cost of -A-S; - >

™a the comparative safety from fire, and eertamty of p -

"ting its spreading, should he sufficient to -t-n t^tho

ratepaj-ers more than the extra rates recimred of them to

pay its cost.

^g.^^^^^^^ .A Red Cross."

1
i.
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NO 2, SIGNED "KE-SEE-NAH ZI-BING."

UV H. Y. HIND, M. A., AND S. FLEMING, C.K,

2^0 the Committee on Water Supply :

Cicntlemcn,

An unlimited and unrestricted supply of pure water has

always been esteemed one of the greatest and most desirable

blessings of life. The efforts of enlightened peojile at all

periods of history have been directed towards its attainment

and preservation. Some of the most enduring monuments of

ancient times, as well as many stupendous modern structures,

testify to the zeal with which this pervading blessing has been
sought, and its successful acquisition. It is the most pressing

necessity of human life, as health is of human happiness. It

is always a subject of anxious individual care; yet, too

frequently meets with deplorable abuse among populous and
prosperous communities. No want of society has been so

urgently advocated, so thoroughly investigated, or so wretch-

edly neglected. With every periodical visitation of an epidemic,

its virtues are lauded, and its absence deplored ; especially

where the indolence or the cupidity of man refuses the small

exercise of his energy which would suffice to bring it to the

threshold of the poor, as well as of the rich ; of the hospital

as well as of the palace. Its influence upon morality is as

powerful as its influence upon health. Among the masses of

mankind, uncleanlinesss is always associated with vice
;

and Avhere unavoidable uncleanlincss exists, demoralization is

sure to prevail. There is no more positive indication of

human progress—in the simple and rational acceptation of

that commonly mis-applied phrase—than a due attention to

those inestimable blessings which accompany a copious ana
unrestricted supply of pure water. m



SOURCK OF SUPPIA" TO TTIK CITY OF TOUOXTO.

In discussing the conditions invo]\cd in the i-upply of water

to a large city, the first, tnid evidently the most iniportsint

consideration, 's, the source of the supply. In very many in-

stances, this preliniinaiy prohlem endjraces practical difliculties

\vhich stand in the way of its solution.

Among these may be cited :—1st. An inconvenient distance

from a sufficient source, involving great expenditure (and

even engineering difrlculties) in bringing the supply to the

point of its distribution. 2nd. The chemical impurities it

may contain ; rendering it unfit, unless purified, for the

numerous purposes to -svhich it is applied. 3rd. Topograpliieal,

or social impediments, Avhich may oppose its efficient distri-

bution.

Happily for the City of Toronto, none of these difficulties

can be said to arrest, for one moment, the great work of

furnishing its inhabitants, both poor and rich, emigrant and

stationary, with an abundant supply of the purest water.

The Corporation of the city, with a wise discrimination,

have indicated (he great source from which the supply must

bo take \. "i:ak-. Ontario, almost unrivalled for the chemical

purity of its waters, is to be the source of supply. No selection

could have been more judicious, no limitation more advanta-

geous, for the general interests of the city. The source is

unlimited in capacity, the water it offers is of exquisite purity,*

and by a careful selection of the point of supply, may be made

to maintain its natural qualities until it ministers to the health,

enjoyment, and security, of the inhabitants of a great city.

THE PURITY OF THE WATER OF LAKE ONTARIO.

It is impossible to judge by the eye alone of the purity of

water. A piece of recently burnt chalk, thrown into water,

will give to it a surprising brilliancy and clearness ; but, at

nil
i

i I !!M

itii
•

* "The water of Lake Ontario is of most extraordinary purity." Professor

Croft—seepage 154, Canadian Jounial,' Vol. 1.
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the same time, thos^ valuaMo dotorgcnt qualities, which

commend it to the Laundress will be destroyed, and its

adaption to culinary and manufacturing purposes completely

suspended.

Neither is the taste to bo trusted, in estimating the purity

of water. Persons accustomed to drink hurd water, even

Avhcn it contains as much as«iO grains of oirthy impurities

to the gallon, cannot comprehend the nature of the distaste

exhibited by those Avho have been habituated to pure water.

—

Coolness is a very treacherous quality:* it masks the presence

of pestilential organic matter and noxious impurities. A little

consideration will show how this delightful, thougli deceitful

(juality, (when artificially produced) may present itself to the

imao;inations of the citizens of Toronto. The chief sources of

the ice with which their drinking Avater is cooled in summer

arc the Bay, and a mill-pond situated some two miles north of

the city. The Bay is the receptacle of the sewerage of a city

containing 40,000 inhabitants. The mill-pond is not free

from putrifying animal remains, nor from multitudes of frogs,

aquatic beetles, &c., besides vegetable growth and decay in

varioi.s stages, f

Soft V. ater recently drawn from a close but clean tank

loses its mawkish flavour by merely allowing it to flow

through a few feet of air from the rose of a common garden

pan.

A perfectly clear and apparently pure water, may, and

frequently does, contain in sohitioii, pestilential organic

matter which breeds dysentery and other dangerous diseases.

During the late cholera in Glasgow, one parish well sup-

plied with pure soft water furnished but few cases.

In other parts of the city, the epidemic was very severe.

" The unanimous opinion of the medical society was that their

* Reports of the London Board of Health, p. 85.

f It is a relief to think, that the thousand impurities of a mill-pond lose all

ihoir rcpuli-iveness when presented to us in the form of spring Trater ice.

11}
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comparative immunity ^yas to be attributed to the soft water

supply." (Gorbal's Gravitation Works.)*

Absolutely pure water does not, as ir well known, exist in

a natural state. Pure water in tbe sense of the application

of the term to the fluid we consume so largely, and which
^
is

so essential to our existence and happiness, always contains

atmospheric air, carbonic acid,'tind small quantities of earthy

particles, perhaps two or three grains in a gallon of 70,000

grains. Such arc the celebrated soft water springs of the

Surrey Sands, England, although a few of these do not contain

carbonic acid.f

The following table will shew the comparative amount of

saline and earthy particles held in a state of solution in dif-

ferent waters foreign and Canadian.
Grains in 1 gal. of 70,000 grains.

Thames at Chelsea, London, England,

J

10.7

River Colne, 21.3

New River, j^'^-^

River Lea, - ^'^-^

Tring Station 18.8

10.5Thames Water, London, Canada West,§

Lake Ontario, '"^

Water supplied by present Toronto Wa-

ter Works, very variable, sometimes

completely clouded and milky, with

mechanically suspended impurities ; when

quite clear it has been found to contain

about 11.0

An inspection of the foregoing table serves only to convey

an idea of the relative quantities of solid mineral ingredients

in a gallon of 70,000 grains, a more minute examination of

the chemical properties of thos- ingredients will throw addi-

tional light upon their relation to the purposes of domestic

economy to which we apply water.

* Ecrovt of the General Board of Health on the supply of vatcr to the

metropolis, p. 55.

t Ibid. X Reports of the Board of Health. § BrofeESor Croft.

i -
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Tlic hardness of water is due to the presence of the salts of

lime, magnesia and iron. Water may contain common salt,

but the presence of that body in small fpiantities (3 or 4 grains

to the gallon) does not materially affect its hardness ;
neither

will the potash and other soda salts usually found in potable

waters. Magnesia is noi generally to be observed in drink-

able Avaters in any quantity which renders its presence

injurious. Lime in the form of the bi-carbonate is in ninety-

nine cases out of one hundred, the real cause of the hardness of

water. The quantity of the bi-carbonate of lime found in the

waters above specified is as follows :

—

Grains In one gallon.

Thames at Chelsea, 1G.5

lliver Colne, ^^-^

New lliver 1^-7

Tring Station, 14.72

lliver Lea, ^^-'

Lake Ontario, 4.6*

Clear water at present supplied to Toronto,... 6.3

The hardness of water is estimated by the number of

gi-ains of bi-carbonate of lime which it contains in one gallon..

Thus the Thames water is 16 degrees of hardness, each grain

of lime representing one degree of hardness ; the New River

14 dc<Trees of hardness ; the water of Lake Ontario 4 J degrees

;

tlie present water supply 6 J degrees of hardness.

Before hard Avatcr can be applied to the purposes of the

laundress, all the lime it contains must be neutralized. This

is done by the destruction of a certain quantity of soap, each

o-rain of lime requiring one quarter of an ounce of soap to

neutralize it. This portion of the soap employed becomes

not only absolutely valueless for washing purposes, ^ t actually

prejudicial by its more presence. The hardness ol water is

also detrimental to all culinary operations, and it is of great

injury to machinery and most manufacturing processes, such

as dyeing, tanning and brewing, and to the wear and tear of

linen, &c. It also involves the consumption of an additional

* This estimate is probably too higU.

:i1
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([mintity of fuel, for each degree of hardness in the production

of steam and in the elevation of the temperature of Avatcr to the

boiling point for any purpose Avhatever.* This question has of

late years been so prominently brought before the public in

various forms that it does nor appear to be at all necessary to

amplify objections here, patent to all, against the use of hard-

water. But. where, as in the present case a supply of singu-

larly 2^ure ivater can be reached with the utmost ease, it

becomes imperative that we should employ every artifice sug-

gested by experience and reason to preserve that purity until

wo apply it to our use, and not by negligence in its

collection, storage or distribution neutralize those natural

(qualities which especially commend it to our selection.

THE rOINT OF SUPPLY.

Having thus adverted to some of the excellent qualities of

Lake Onlario water, and its admirable fitness for domestic

and manufacturing purposes, we proceed to consider the situa-

tion most suitable for procuring a supply.

This is evidently a very important question, and will

forcibly present itself, in its minutest details, to the Corpora-

tion and Citizens of Toronto.

It is perfectly clear that no portion of the Lake shore, in

the direction of the Ilumber Bay, offers advantages which

would recommend it to selection. The sloping nature of the

beach ; the argillaceous character of the Lake bottom near

the shore ; the clay cliff's approaching the water's edge

;

the readiness with which the water, for some distance Lake-

wards, becomes exceedingly turbid during storms ;
its expo-

sure to City impurities^ by one wind, and to River Ilumber

impurities, during freshets, by another, are sufficient to out-

weigh any advantages which position might confer. During

a third of the year pure water could not be obtained from

that locality, and it is not to be supposed that any large

* See page 74, &c., of the Ilcpovts of the London Board of Health for a

full discussion of this suTyect.

lit:
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The South Peninsuha Beach is manifestly the only spot,

where in quiet weather, the pure water of Lake Ontario could

be made available for the purposes of the Citizens of Toronto.

Wc say in quiet tocather, for even there, notwithstanding

the vast extent of those washed sand shoals, which form the

Lake extension of the Peninsula, during easterly storms a

very marked turbidity is distinguishable, far into the Lake.

The origin of this turbidity is twofold. First, it arises from

easterly storms, which sweep the detritus of the Scarburo'

Cliffs over the whole extent of the south Peninsula shoals,

and even discolour the water on the westerly shoals. This

detritus is of an argillaceous character, and not readily

deposited. Second : The violent surges raised by southerly

winds, which are capable of agitatinp- the bottom, and stirring

up fine sediment, or producing discolouration by the attrition

of larger particles, lo a depth exceeding seventeen feet.

If wc examine the topographical conformation of the Penin-

sula in its subaqueous extension, we shall find, that duo south

from Toronto it spreads out, Lake-Avards, in the form of vast

sloping fluctuating shoals, covered only by a varying depth of

water, within twenty feet limits, even as far as one thousand

yards from the beach. The same shoal formation, although

not so extensive, is to be seen at its westerly subaqueous

development. At the Lighthouse point, however, the topo-

graphical conditions arc vastly different ; there the shoal

descends suddenly and very precipitously into forty feet

water, not 200 yards from the beach, while at twice that dis-

tance, the water is 120 feet deep. This peculiar conformation

will be better i:nderstood by an inspection of the Map which

accompanies this Report.

The blue lines indicate the position of the shoal at depths

of 20, 30, GO, &c. feet water. The relative distances of these

depths from the beach may be ascertained by comparison

with the scale.
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Let lis suppose that any point on tlie great soutliern shoals

were selected for the position of the supply pipe, as, for

example, a little to the cast of the Peninsula Hotel. Ihc

question which immediately suggests itself, relates to the

distance the mouth of the supply pipe would require to bo

introduced into the Lake in order to lie beyond the fluctuating

shoals, which would inevitably cover it with sand, if it were to

be placed within the range of their ever changing positions

or of their annual growth by accessions of material from the

Scarboro' Cliffs.*

It has been ascertained, beyond a doubt, that the waves ot

the Lake affect the bottom to a depth exceeding fifteen feet.

This information has been obtained by watching the progress

of shoals at different depths after storms, and after the lapse

of certain periods of time. It is the result of personal obser-

vation on the shores of the Peninsula, and affords m itself a

strikinn- illustration of the instability of portions ot that

remarkable formation. The existence of these fluctuations

has long been known to fishermen, and might easily have

been predicated by a study of the relations under which they

exist But they acquire a new interest and a special im-

portance, when their bearing upon the water supply of the

City of Toronto becomes a question under consideratian. In

order to carry the mouth of the supply pipe beyond the

influence of these shoals, it must be conveyed into water at

least 22 or 23 feet deep, which depth, by inspection of the

chart, will be secM to be attained at a variable distance of

from 800 to 1200 yards from the beach, cast of the Light-

house point.

The plan is certainly practicable, but highly objectionable,

on account of the large expenditure it would involve, not only

for the lencrth of pipe required, but also for the necessary

precautions "essential to shelter its mouth from the probable

introduction of those mechanical impurities which abound on

* Sec rremium Reports on the preservation of Toronto Harbour, for its

history and mode of formation, 1st & 2nd.
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the shoals during storms. It may be urged that a well of

convenient dimensions might be fenced in a few yards from

the Teninsuhi beach. A well constructed for the purpose

would require to be in full communication with the water of

the Lake, so that a continuous supply might be preserved

within it to satisfy unusual demands.

The supply within the well must necessarily be furnished

from the Lake hi filtration, for if not, the mechanical impuri-

ties deriving their origin from the Scarboro' Cliffs, as well as

those occasioned by attrition during gales, would have free

access, and at once take from the Lake water its most impor-

tant recommendation. The subsidation of foreign particles

could not take place in a well open to the Lake, with the

necessary rapidity, for it must be remembered that those

foreign particles, derived from the Scarboro' Cliffs, which

render the water turbid, are argillaceous, and it is well known

that days are required for their deposition.

One remarkable property of pure water is its power of

holding in mechanical suspension finely divided argillaceous

matter. If we shake a small quantity of clay in a bottle con-

taining pure water, many days will elapse before its clearness

is restored. The introduction of a piece of alum for a few

moments would cause the deposition to take place in a few

minutes. The Chinese, from time immemorial, have adopted

this expedient for the purpose of clearing the waters of their

turbid rivers, before using them for domestic purposes. It is

manifest that no such ingenious artifice could be employed in

clearing water from clayey particles for the supply of the

City of Toronto. Ordinary rapid filtration through coarse

sand will not arrest this species of impurity, and no other

method of filtration would enable a sufficient supply of water

to percolate into the Avell, without it were made to expose a

very considerable extent of surface. A well would require to

be quite closed against the light, otherwise organic forms

would rapidly establish themselves in its comparatively quies-

cent waters. It would have to be protected from the effects

of ice, which, if the well were situated on the beach, would

WJ
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materially and (lan.n;crously arrest filtration durliis the winter

months. If, to avoid the influence of the frost, it were con-

structed in water six or eight feet deep, it would serve the

mechanical effect of a groyne, and so-n arrest the travcllmg

beaches which constitute the formative process by which the

Teninsuhi grows under our daily observation.* It would also

be liable to all the destructive effects of masses of ice which,

during somb winters, accumulate in great magnitude on the

southern shoals of the Peninsula. A subsidation reservoir,

constructed within the limits of the City of Toronto, on the

main land, would require to bo of vast dimensions in order to

provide against the prolonged effects of easterly storms during

the spring of the year, the water on the shoals being freipiently

turbid for weeks, at that season.

It is manifest that the arguments adduced against the esta-

blishment of the mouth of the supply pipe on the southern

fluctuating shoals, apply with equal force to the westerly

shoals, a position open to the additional olycction of the

passage of impurities from Toronto Bay, during the prevalence

of certain winds, as well as to the obstruction which the works

protecting its mouth and its rearAvard extension from the

anchors of small craft would cause to navigation.

Driven by these facts and argu.nents from the selection of

any part of the fluctuating shoals east of the Lighthouse point,

or from any part of the westerly shoals north of the same

locality, we proceed to consider the adaptation of the only

remaining spot on the peninsula beach to the purposes wo

have in view, the Lighthouse point itself.

Fortunately for the full success of the water supply of the

city of Toronto, as we believe, the point in question presents

not only conditions which secure to it immunity from many

impurities or dangers, but also positive advantages in connec-

tion with the coolness and constancy of the supply which may

be obtained from it, precisely those conditions which arc so

'<• See rrcmium Reports on the Harbour, for the discussion of the formativo

process, hy which tlie reninsula increases, 1st & 2iid.

i:
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instinctively sought after hy man in his eager pursuit of this

bountiful necessary of life.

A supply pipe opening into water of a depth of forty feet

would have its mouth situated about two hundred yards from

the present Lighthouse beach. When duly protected by simple

contrivances, the entrance of foreign particles would l)e almost

impracticable. It is however to be observed, that an honest

and scrupulous examination of the conditions under which ic

would act reveals one objection common to any and every

point of the peninsula beach or of the main coast. This

objection, insignificant indeed, when compared with those

which weigh against other localities, will be at once under-

stood if wo examine the laws which affect the distribution of

turbid water in its passage into and through masses of pure

water.

It has already been observed, that during prolonged easterly

storms, the water over the south peninsula shoals becomes very

turbid from the argillaceous particles which are washed out of

the cliff detritus of the Scarboro heights, and impelled in a

westerly direction by the force of the winds, a portion of this

foreign matter is deposited upon the shoals, to be again and

again disturbed by southerly winds imtil it reaches a depth of

Aniter where the waves, have no effect upon the bottom. What

becomes of this turbid water as it passes over the profound

depths it the Lighthouse point ?

At certain seasons of the year it suiJcs, at other seasons it

pats. Temperature and specific gravity determine whether

it shall sink or whether it shall float. As soon as a yohmie

of turbid water coming from the east reaches the precipitous

descent at the Lighthouse point, it immediately sinks in cloud

masses, if its specific gravity be greater than that of the

deeper water. It sinks, however, beyond the mjluencc of

wind and wave and slowly distributes itself down the steep

hill side of the lake bottom at the Lighthouse point. It

passes over this gulph on to the westerly shoals and towards

the number Bay, if its specific gravity be less or equal to

that of the deep water.

m
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As a ircncral nilc (luring tlio summer and winter months, the

turl)i(l water, if not too lii-ilily charged with foreign impurities,

will float over the deep water. During the spring and autumn

months it will sink and he conveyed away into the profound

depths of the lake.

Here wo recognize one of those hcautiful laws of nature

which in their constant operation are levelling every hill and

filling up every valley, and always seeking out the lowest

depths into which to deposit the spoils of abrasion and disin-

tegration.

For the reasons before mentioned, much of the sewerage of

Toronto steals along the bottom of the bay, finds its way out

of the mouth of the harbour and spreads itself uniformly

between the westerly peninsula shoals and the Ilumbcr Bay.

Soon after its passage out of the harbour it reaches water

20 and 25 feet deep, thence on to 90 feet opposite to the gar-

rison common, where it is probably, with some of the detritus

of the Don slowly accumulating.*

It will be well to submit a simi)lc plan for the preservation

of the purity of the water from the Lighthouse point at all

seasons of the year. This will be considered when we come

to speak of the termination of the supply pipe in a tank or

reservoir on the Bay shore.

The tcmpei .ture of water taken from a depth of 40 feet

would be nearly uniform throughout a great portion of the

year, and would generally be found to be about 40°. This

would bo a consequence of that property of water which

enables it to acquire its greatest density at about 30.G degrees.

The change in temperature occasioned by its passage through

the mains and service pipes would be of small amount. The

mouth of the supply pipe being securely placed in about 40

feet water at the Lighthouse point, its continuation to the

north shore of the Bay near the Queen's wharf is the next

subject Avhich invites discussion.

* >iotc in Appendix.
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It is proposed to carry the su})ply pipe along tlio western

boundary of the peninsula, three feet below the surface of the

lowest lake level, so that it may remain permanently under

water, thus securing it against the action of frost, although

that contingency is remote in the extreme. Leaving the pen-

insula the pipe would traverse the shoal along its extension

towards the Queen's Avharf until it reached the boundary of

the shoal, or any artificial boundary formed by tlie possible

construction of a groyne by the harbour commissioners for the

purpose of preserving the entrance to the harbour. It would

then be made to descend and traverse the mouth of the har-

bour in an excavated trench at least six inches ])elow the

present or future (in case the mouth of the harbour should be

deepened) depth of water existing at the entrance.

Leaving the bay the supply pipe would be continued to a

suitable engine house situated somcAvherc in the neighbour-

hood of the northern railroad engine house on the immediate

shores of the bay, and terminate in a well sunk 30 feet below

the lowest level of Lake Ontario, and into this well the pure

lake water would rise according to the simple natural law

which induces water always to seek its own level.

A section on the line of proposed sup})ly pipe accompanies

this report, shewing the nature of the bed of the lake from

the Lighthouse point to the pumps.

GENERAL DESCllIPTION OF THE I»LAX.

The remarkable increase which has occurred during the

last few years in the wealth and population of the city of

Toronto ; the astonishing expansion of its commercial and

industrial system, the certainty (humanly speaking) of the

stability of its pivisent relations and the probability of its

future progress being commensurate with its past, furnish

grave subjects for contemplation in devising a plan which

shall answer the requirements of a progressive and expanding

community. Perhaps there is no single subject of social

interest which so strikingly presents itself to each individual

member of society as the importance, or rather the necessity

it
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of an abundant water supply. Yet, anomalous as it may appear,

tliero i.s no su]»ject wliicli has generally met with such eori)orate

indexihility as the one wc are now discussing, except it be

sanitory reform in its broadest and most generous acceptation.

It is Avith sonic degree of pride that wo can discern no

trace of that selfish and unchristian apathy in our own fellow-

citizens, which has so long fatally misled those of many older

and far more populous cities. We are satisfied that it requires

but the recognition of a great jtrinciplc, to insure its practical

application, if called for, and within our reach.

In submitting a scheme for so grand an object as the one

which now arrests public attention, we should feci it a dis-

heartening acknowledgment of the future prospects of this

city, were avc not at liberty to oifer a plan which might grow

with its growth and expand with its Avants, meting out to

those who will be among us ten years hence the same measure

of comfort and security, which we hope soon to witness and

possess, whether it be foreshadowed by our own huml^le efforts,

or by those of more worthy contributors. We start Avilh the

conviction, that whatever scheme of water supply for the city of

Toronto be adopted, it must satisfy the full demand that may

be made upon it during the next ten years. It must

be capable of great extension at all times, and fully suscepti-

ble of tho,<e decennial or quinc^uennial additions which the

increasing i)0})ulatlon of the city "may rc([uire. We are pre-

pared to ackiiov.ledgo and to advocate the claims which

sanitory measures present, and to keep in view all those great

social advantages which security from destructive conflagra-

tions confer.

It is not in any accordance with the generous spirit of the

times to limit a great social project to present demands and

ignore the claims which, half a generation hence, may be made

against us. We endeavour, therefore, to invest our projects

with the true and just importance which is their due, for we

arc persuaded we have to deal, ineffectua,lly perhaps, but still

we hope not unworthily, with a great social Avant, and in order

to overcome it, wc must meet it face to face.
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Since it will be necessary to elevate the water supplied to the

city to a height equal to the tops of the highest buildings, the

only means at command commensurate with the undertaking are

evidently those of pumping, and as tho locality affords no

natural power at all suited for tho purpose we are compelled

to have recourse to steam. Nor is there any cause for regret

that tho natural advantages of the neighbourhood do not fur-

nish us available water-power for tho object in view. By the

judicious application of steam power all probable contingen-

cies may be provided for, and a perfectly safe method of ele-

vating the constant and large quantities of water required for

daily consumption secured without difficulty.

RESERVOIRS.

Tho ground on which the city of Toronto is built, possesses

no peculiar advantages for the location of reservoirs, in the

midst or in the immediate neighbourhood of the most thickly

occupied portions.

The land rises gradually from the bay shore northward,

and nowhere assumes an elevation great enough to afford the

necessary "head" until wo reach an altitude of 130 feet,

about 1|- miles from the bay.*

Being fully persuaded of the necessity of establishing proper

receptacles for the storage of surplus water, with a view to

afford an immediate and powerful flow on the breaking out of

fires, it is proposed to construct tho necessary reservoirs on or

near the north city limits at an elevation of 140 feet above the

lake.

These reservoirs as shewn on the plan are seven in number

and form the fountain head of the supply to each of the seven

water districts into which it is proposed to divide the city.

They are designed to be covered in, the inner walls of sand-

stone, the floor paved with Malone flagging. They need not

be of large dimensions, as their chief purpose is to afibrd an

* See note B in appendix.
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immcdinte overflow of water on the first outln-enk of a fire,

the Qurf'mQ power feeding tliem being supposed to he capable

of affording an ample supply for this as well ns for ordinary

purposes ; liable, however, to possible contingencies neutraliz-

ing its eflicacy for a time but provided against by the supply

contained in the reservoirs. The dimensions of each reservoir

are proposed to be the same, GO feet square and 12 feet deep,

which will enable each to contain 250,000 imperial gallons.

This quantity of water would enable the seven reservoirs

when unaided by pumping, to give a constant supply to ten

of our most powerful fire engines in constant operation for

30 consecutive hours. Each reservoir would be able to

supply 5 of tlic most powerful fire engines for a period exceed-

ing eight hours. Although established chiefly as a provision

against fire, they would be of the utmost service when rcpairfi

or additions were going on in any of the proposed water

districts.

ExNGINES, PUMPS AND STAND PIPES.

It is proposed to employ three vertical condensing beam

engines with reciprocating pumps attached, any two of which

shall be equal to the maximum duty required. The boilers of

each engine to bo in duplicate, and everything connected

with the machinery to be of the most perfect description and

construction. The precise locality of the engine house is not

of much consequence, although it is desirable to have the pumps

as near as practicable to the reservoirs and ultimate destina-

tion of the water. Yet, as the selection of this point depends

upon the facility in obtaining land for its erection, the vacant

space at the foot of Brock Street is recommended conditionally.

The engines are to pump from a water tight well sunk 30 feet

below the surface of the lake, and into which the supply pipe

from the lighthouse point will discharge lake water by simple

hydraulic action.

To counteract the violent shocks which the piping of the

city would sustain by the action of the pumps, it is proposed
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to erect a to^Yer for stand pipes, in addition to proper air voa-

sels situated in the engine house. Tlic situation of the tower

to bo at the intersection of Queen Street with Spadina Ave-

nue. It will be of important service on the breai;ing out of

fires as hereafter explained, and the stand pipes W'!l luive the

effect of equalizing the pressure on the mains.* A small Umk
is to be placed on the summit of the toAver into which the

stand jiipos discharge and from which the "rising" and " aux-

ilinrj" mains radiate.

THE MAINS.

The arrangement of the leading mains is a most impor-

tant consideration, for unless this be done with proper care,

many points, even with a good head and amply supplied for

ordinary domestic consumption, will be found deficient in sup-

ply, on a sudden demand for a great flow of water in their

immediate neighbourhood.

The friction occasioned l)y the flow of water through distri-

buting pipes of ordinary dimensions and subject to a number

of deflections in their course increases very rapidly with their

length, so that after a certain distance, the entire pressure is

consumed in overcoming friction.f This is almost invariably

the case when water is distributed over large areas from a

distant source through a single set of mains, unless pipes of

unusually large bore be employed. To guard against this

most fruitful evil and to insure an abundant supply of water

with good head at all points in cases of emergency is a dis-

tinguishing feature of the present plan.

AVATli:!! DISTllICTS.

It is a condition of the utmost importance that the mains

and distributing pipes throughout every portion of the city

should be so arranged that when repairs are required in any

one locality the supply should not be cut off* from the other

* Note C Appouclix. f Sec note Appcmlix B.
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portions of the city, or that the construction of additions to

the works shouki not interfere in the least degree with those

portions abeady in active operation. With this view and

for other minor reasons, it is proposed as before remarked, to

divide the city into districts. These districts, seven in number,

will embrace the whole area within the city limits. It is only

proposed, however, to recommend at present the construction

of works to supply four of these districts, which is assumed to

be sufficient for the next ten years.

District No. 1 is bounded on the west by the west city limit;

on the soiith by Lake Ontario ; on the east by a line dividing

the farm of Col. Furlong into two equal portions, longitudi-

nally, and terminating southward in Lake Ontario, where it

intersects the south boundary ; north by the north city limits.

It is supplied by a reservoir situated in a line with all the

other reservoirs as shewn on the map, and due north of Queen

Street opposite the Lunatic Asylum. This district being for

the greater part still farm land or common will probably

require no further notice in connection with a system of water

supply for many years to come, except in so far as the present

wants of the Lunatic Asylum maybe supplied by the auxiliary

main 12 inches in diameter, which intersects all the districts

in its course through Queen Street.

District No. 2; boundaries—north, north city limit; v/est,

eastern boundary of first district ; south, Lake Ontario and

Toronto Bay as far as engine house at foot of Brock Street

;

east, Brock Street as far north as Adelaide Street, then west

as far as the West Market square, then nv;.; th as far as Rich-

mond Street, then west as far as Portland Street, and then

north as far as north city limits. The reason why the east

boundary of the second district takes the indirect course des-

cribed (and better seen on the map) is to avoid as far as possi-

ble interfering with the action of the pumping mains, so that

these important links in the chain of works may not be liable

to those contingencies to which the auxiliary and rising mains

are occasionally exposed.
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District No. 2 is supplied by a reservoir situated along the

extension of Tecumseth Street and in a line with all the others

as shewn on the map. As the area Avithin this district is still

largely occupied by farm land it is not proposed to extend

the water supply to it further than that which is embraced

by the auxiliary main on Queen Street.

District No. 3 ; boundaries—north, north city limit ; Avest,

east boundary of second district ; south, Adelaide Street from

market square to Peter Street, Richmond Street as shewn on

the map ; east, a little west of Beverly Street in its continua-

tion to the north city limits.

This district is evidently ore of the most important of the

Avhole as in it the most expensive works Avould have to be

constructed, such as the pumping mains, the hydraulic tower

and the engine house. It is supplied by a reservoir situated

on the continuation of Spadina Avenue northward, and in a

line Avith the other reservoirs. Into this reservoir the supply

of all the reservoirs Avould be introduced by means of the

main leading from the toAA'cr at the intersection of Queen and

Brock Streets.

District No. 4 ; boundaries—north, north city limit ; Avcst,

eastern boundary of third district , south, bay shore as far as

Jacques & Hay's factory ; east, a line duo north from the

factory to north city limit, supplied by a reservoir north of

William Street.

District No 5 ; boundaries—north, north oity limit ; west,

east boundary of fourth district ; south, bay shore as far as

Maitland's Avharf ; east, from Maitland's Avharf to north city

limit. This district is the most populous and thickly inhabit-

ed of any. It Avould be supplied by a reservoir north of

Yonge Street, at Yorkville.

District No. 6 ; boundaries—north, north city limits ; Avest,

eastern boundary of district No. 5 ; south, bay shore as far as

Small's Avharf ; east, Small's Avharf to north city limits.

The loAver portion of this district is thickly inhabited, and

it would be one of those to which it is recommended to apply

it
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the supply at the present time. It would be fed by a

reservoir situated nortn of Geoige Street in a line with the

other reservoirs west.

District No. T; boundaries—north, north city limits ;
west,

the eastern limit of the sixth district; south, the bay shore;

cast the Don. It is not proposed to extend the works to this

district at present. It would be supplied by a reservoir situ-

ated a little to the south of the other reservoirs near the north

western corner of the Cemetery, and north of Parliament Street,

the mail, passing down Pine Street.

The general distribution of the mains, is as follows :—First,

two pumping mains from engine house to the tower
;
here the

water will attain an elevation of 100 feet above Queen Street

and may be distributed by simple pressure without any further

aid to the following points.

(A) Directly to the reservoir No. 3 (the number of the reser-

voirs corresponding to the number of the district) and from

reservoir No. 3 to all the other reservoirs constructed, whence

it may be delivered throughout their respective districts.

(B) The communication between the tower and reservoir

No. 3 being supposed to be arrested by a burst,^- or by the

necessity for additions or repairs, the water may be made to

traverse the auxiliary mains on Queen Street to district

main connected with reservoir No. 4 by opening the

necessary valves provided for the purpose and shewn in the

map, and from reservoir No. 4 reach all the other reservoirs,

or through the district main connected with reservoir No. 5 or

6 according to circumstances.

(C) Let it be supposed that it became necessary to isolate

any particular portion of the city for the purpose of repairs

or otherwise, say a portion on Yonge Street in the neighbour-

hood of Richmond Street ; this can easily be effected by

shutting the valve on district main No. 5 north of Queen

Street, and the other north of King Street, by opening the

valve on the connecting main along King street between dis-

* See note in Appendix C.
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tricts No. 4 and 5, the lower part of district No. 5 would be

supplied by the King Street connecting main while the upper

part of this district would be supplied directly from its reser-

voir ; if at the same time it should be found neccsssary to isolate

a portion of the same district at any other point (say Gerard

Street) this can similarly bo effected, while the intervening

portion between Queen and Gerard Streets can be supplied by

the connecting main laid along Agnes Street. In like manner

the supply to any section or any number of sections, in any

particular district or any number of districts, can be at any

time suspended without interfering in the slightest degree

with the general service of the whole city.

The advantages of this system cannot be overrated ; should

a fire break out in that part of a district where the works were

undergoing repair or receiving additions (and this would be

taking a case of the worst possible kind,) water can always be

found in abundance in all the adjacent sections until the pres-

sure be let on in the section in question.

UPPER SERVICE WORKS.

By reason of the level nature of the country on which

Toronto is built there Avill be a strip of land averaging 1600 feet

in width, along the northern boundary of the city requiring a

higher service than that afforded by the level of the proposed

reservoirs, although that level gives ample "head" for the

greater portion of, indeed we may say for all the space

(except the neighbourhood of Yorkville) now occupied by

buildings. Yet as the limits of the city expand northward

it will become necessary to make provision for an increase

of " head" for this upper district. It is proposed to effect

this object simply by the erection of wrought iron reservoirs

on stone walls immediately over and fifty feet above the

others, these upper reservoirs to be supplied from the lower

by a sufficient auxiliary engine power situated at Yorkville.

Although the demands of the village of Yorkville may

warrant the early construction of one upper level reservoir, it

m
1
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will doubtless be many years before an extension of tlie wliole

upper service system is fully required.

DUTY OF THE ENGINES.

It will be observed that the plan described embraces the

whole area of the city and provides water supply for hundreds

of acres as yet farm land, but which in a few years may grad-

ually become occupied by buildings. The duty of the cnginea

depends of course on the quantity of water to be raised which

again is governed by the consumption or the number of inha-

bitants. Toronto now possesses a population of about 40^000 ;

when the scale of works here contemplated shall be fully re-

quired, she may have 100,000. The usual provision for public

as well as private consumption as already stated, is 30 gallons

per head, per diem ; and at this rate the daily supply when

the population increases to 100,000 will be 3,000,000 gallons.

3,000,000 imperial gallons raised 140 feet, the height of the

reservoir, in 24 hours, is equivalent to 2,91G,G20 lbs. raised

one foot high per minute.

Weight of water to be raised one foot high per ^

minute 2,916,620 lbs.

Friction of 3,000,000 gallons passing through

mains and supply pipe from Lighthouse point

calculated at 1,150,000
"

Friction of pumps and machinery 580,000 "

Total 4,646,620
"

These several amounts give a total duty of the engines at

4,646,620 lbs, to be raised 1 foot high per minute, which is

equal to 140 8-lOths horse power.

That a liberal provision of steam power may be made to

overcome the labour daily required of it and making allow-

ances for all inferior contingent requirements we will assume

* Note B, Appendix.
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that engine power of 150 horses is necessary barely to per-

form th°e work. To make further provision for repairs and

examination of machinery, spare engine power shouhl he liad

in reserve equal to two-thirds the daily workiug, which addi-

tion would give a total of 250 horse power.

This force is proposed to be divided equally among five

condensing engines of 50 horse power each, three of which to

be constantly at work, the remainiug two ready for any

emergency.

A smaller number of engines of greater power would bo

more efficacious and more easily maintained, but as only a

portion of the works comtemplated will require to be con-

stijucted now, and as spare engine power is desirable from the

first the above arrangement is considered the most economi-

cal and the best. It is proposed to establish two 50 horse

power engines for the present wants of the city, (hereafter

referred to) and as the population increases to add one 50

horse engine for every additional 20,000 inhabitants.

ESTIMATED COST OF THE WHOLE WORKS

As shewn (with the exception of the smaller distribution

mains)* on plan No. 1.

Owing to the great fluctuation in the value of iron and the

price oflabour, it would be very difficult if not impossible, to

give an accurate estimate of the cost of work, the entire

completion of which (being contingent on the advance in

population of a city from 40,000 to 100,000 inhabitants)

extending over a period of perhaps thirty years or half a cen-

tury, and in addition to this five-sixths of the area embraced

by the scheme being as yet unoccupied by streets and build-

ings. By making proper allowances in an approximate esti-

mate for an ordinary high rate of labor and material wc arc

enabled to give the following :—

* The distribution mains though included in the estimate are not shewn

on the plan, in consequence of the streets they would occupy not being laid

down as yet.
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SUMMARY OF COST.

rouWe supply pipe X32,0tj0

iiiingiiics, buildings, pumps and -svells 1G,000

Double pumping mains U,loO

Tower and stand pipes 2,000

Upper main connecting reservoirs 10,500

Rising main 7,300

Seven covered reservoirs 13,000

Six district mains 20,000

Auxiliary mains. East and West 10,500

Connecting mains 14,700

Distribution 58,000

Contingencies, engineering and management 20,200

£222,350

PRESENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE CITY.

(See Plan Xo. 2.)

TIic portion of the works at present recommended embraces

districts No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 ; it will be observed that these

districts comprehend a large area which is not as yet occupied,

and although it is manifest that the minor distribution mains

tyIII not be at present necessary, the estimate attached never-

theless includes distribution for the whole area amounting to

about 1500 acres, since a very large portion of it may be

filled up with villas during the next ten years.

The general system itself being a distributory system involves

the laying down of leading mains from which laterals could at

any time be made to radiate as required. The actual area

occupied by houses wdiicli would become immediately benefited

service does not greatly exceed one third of the whole area,

a considerable reduction in the estimate may therefore be

made when the present service alone is taken into consideration.

It may, however, be remarked that the extent of the city

covered by these four districts is capable of containing a popu-
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latlon nearly throe times greater than it. present ^^^-^^
and then the buildings .vould not be -ore tlueldy scn.t e d

than on that portion south of Agnes and Gerard S i eets

Such being the ease it is plain that if the increase of bud.bngs

^vere limited to the area referred to, the following estimate of

cost (with trifling additions) Avould suffice for a population

more than double that of the city at present.

QUANTITY OF WATER.

The average quantity supplied by the present water works

does not exceed 230,000 gallons per day. The q^^^ntity of

water required for all kinds of consumption, computed at the

:Z Illowance of 30 gdlons per head for 40^000 inhabitan s^

.ives a total of 1,200,000 gallons as a full siq^dy foi -4

hours, being an increase of nearly one million gallons per day

on the present water Avorks supply.

1,200,000 gallons raised 140 feet per day, ^^^"S^;!;;;;^
/^

1,166,007 lbs., raised 1 foot high per minute; -^^^'<^^^^;;

for friction of supply pipe, mams, &c. ;
add 23o,333 lb

.
tor

friction of pumps, machinery, &c., giving a total duty o

1 918 000 lbs., to be raised one foot per minute, equivalent

to 58 12-100 horse power, .or which service engine power ot

100 horse is to be provided.

SUMMARY OF THE COST OF WOIIKS niOPOSED

FOll niESENT CONSTRUCTION,

As shown on plan No. 2 :

, . £16,000
Single supply pipe •• ;••••;;::"•

TO 000
Engines, pumps, pump well and buddmg 10,0UU

Double pumping mains
_^'g,^

Towcrand stand pipes ; ',^^

Upper level main, connecting reservoirs ^,-^^
_.! . . 7,oOO
Rising main

7 400
4 Covered Reservoirs '

Forward
^^^'^^O
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Brought forward ^52,850

4 District mains 19,300

Auxiliary main 5,500

Connecting mains C,160

Minor distribution mains 17,500

Contingencies, engineering, management, &c. ... 10,100

£111,410

Iji the plan of the works covered by the above estimate,

ample allowances have been made for a rapid increase of popu-

lation ; and it is believed sufficient provision has been made
for the next ten or twelve years.

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL EXPENDITUKE

To supply 3,000,000 gallons of water to 100,000 inhabitants,

as per plan No. 1

:

Per Day. Per Annum.

Pumping (150 horse power for 24

hours, at 4 lbs. of coal per hour,*

6-42 tons per day, at say 24s.).. <£7 14

Wages, Oil, &c. &c 1 IG

£3,467 10

Management and contingencies 1,800

Interest on £222,350, cost of works, at 6 per

cent, per annum 13,341

Total expenditure £18,608 10

Which sum, £18,608 10s. distriouted over 100,000 inhabit-

ants may be raised by a tax of three shillings and nine pence

per head per annum.

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

To supply 1,200,000 gallons of water to 40,000 inhabitants,

as per portion of plan No. 1, shown by drawing No. 2.

* See Appendix, Note D.

^h
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Tor Day. For Annum.

Pumping* 58 12-100 horse power

for 24 hours, at 4 lbs. of coal per

hour, equals 2-04 tons a day, at

24s. per ton «£2 9

Wages, oil, tallow, &c 12
j£;3 11 G jC1,004 17 6

Management and contingencies 1,200

Interest on £111,410, (cost of portion of

works), ai 6 per cent G,G84 12 6

Total expenditure £9,189 10

Which sum, £9,189 10s., distributed over 40,000 inhabitants,

may be raised by a tax equivalent to four shillings and seven

pence per head per annum, for the provision of a constant

supply of water for daily uses of every description, and ready

at any moment for the bursting out of conflagrations.

It may be remarked, that the extent of ground covered by

these supplies is capable of accommodating with the greatest

ease three times the number of inhabitants over whom the

annual expenditure is (as above) distributed. It will thus be

seen, that Avhen the several districts become more thickly oc-

cupied than now, the cost per head will be proportionably re-

duced.

We noAV proceed to consider more in detail such portion of

the works as require special notice.

RESERVOIRS.

It would manifestly be an unwise and almost irrational un-

dertaking to provide means for obtaining a supply of water of

extraordinary purity, without adopting judicious precautions to

maintain that purity until it reaches the lips of the consumer.

It is, however, a singular fact, that in numerous instances

we find the grossest ignorance respecting the precautionary

See Appendix, Note D.
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measures wlik-li nrc vo([vavii([ to secure that (lesidcratuin.

Tlic reports of the London Board of Health furnish us with

almndant examples of extraordinary care in the administrative

measures adopted to avoid contamination, in ancient and mod-

ern times. They also abound with existing illustrations of

Bhameful nc-lect in the same important branch of a system of

water supidy.

The construction of reservoirs demands the most exact and

scrupulous attention, for it is in those depositories that obnox-

ious contaminations may occur. We must provide against the

possible entrance of impurities from without as well as the

generation or absorption of impurities within. It would be

very absurd to convey water containing free carbonic acid

into a reservoir constructed of limestone, or oven exposing

considerable surfaces in the form of certain lime cements.

Carbonate of lime is insoluble, but water, containing carbonic

acid, converts the carbonate of lime into the bi-carbonate, and

at once dissolves it. A curious application of the principle

involved in this chemical fact is seen in the method employed

with success lu some parts of England on a large scale. The

water deriving its hardness from the presence of bi-carbonate

of lime is rendered soft by adding lime water.

The lime contained in the lime water seizes upon the

second dose of carbonic acid combined with the particles of

bi-carbonate dissolved in the water and both are converted

into chalk which is insoluble, and consc(iuently deposits itself

at the bottom of the containing water.

The walls of a reservoir should be composed of materials

which arc not soluble in comparatively pure water, and it

may be here remarkea, that in relation to a vast number

of bodies the solvent power of water increases with its purity.

If the walls of a reservoir were constructed of sandstone, there

would be little danger of contamination from that source.

The floor of the reservoir should be paved, as already recom-

mended, with Malone flagging, or covered with pure white sand.

The sand of the peninsula would not be suitable, since it

contains in abundance the black magnetic oxide of iron.
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The ordinary building sand used in this city generally

embodies from S to per cent of this oxide. Large quanti-

ties of sand may be procured which contains 50 per cent,

of this ingredient. It is derived from the drift clay, hence

the reason Avhy tiie Avells of this city and elsewhere in Canada

West frequently contain marked quantities of iron Avhieh

increases the hardness of their waters, and tinges linen yellow,

when wasaed in them.

Filtration, so commonly emplo^'cd in localities where the

source of supply is either impure or liable to be contaminated

by foreign substances, is not necessary in the present case,

where water of the greatest purity can be obtained, as at the

Lighthouse point. Whereat a depth of 40 or 50 feet it is

never rendered turbi<l by rains or floods, rarely contaminated

by shaken up sediment or fine argillaceous particles, never

exposed as in the bay to organic impuiitics, always cool and

maintaining a nearly uniform coolness throughout the year ;

with such conditions, filtration would become a useless and

very doubtful method of purifaction.

On page seven* of this report, allusion is made to the possi-

ble and even probable occasional turbidity of the Lighthouse

point water. This turbidity would only occur to a disagree-

able extent during the continuance of easterly storms, and it

is highly probable that no consumer would be able to distin-

guish it, even if he were carefully to examine a glass full after

it had passed through the reservoirs, except at periods of fire,

when the demand might induce so rapid a change in the

contents of the reservoir as to prevent the necessarily slow-

deposition to take place. This contingency i::, however, too

remote to servo as an inducement for the construction of

deposition reservoirs, and ordinary filtration would not arrest

the mechanical impurities referred too.

The reservoirs must be covered and secluded from the light.

Under the life arousing influence of that wonderful agent,

* See page 29,
«:-

I
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ynyriads of vegetable and animal fovmj*, iiwidlMo at first to the

unassisted eye, but soon to be followed by more tangible and

objectionable creatures would spring into existence; organic

matter as long as it retains the vital principle is compara-

tively unobjectionable, but when death has occurred and

decay or putrescence is established, poisonous substances

rapidly accumulate. But few infusoria increase and multiply

in water secluded from the light. This tonic ib one of extreme

importance in our climate. The great heat of the summer

months invests vitality with a wonderful force, and organisms

spring into existence, die and decay with marvellous rapidity.

An inspection of the open reservoir constructed only three

years ago for the supply of the city of Toronto will afford

a forcible but rather revolting idea of th,is vital vigor. Frogs

by myriads, in all their stages of existence ;
aquatic beetles

from the egg and larviXJ to the full grown insect; marsh and

water-plants, with countless millions of microscopic animalculnc

sporting through the maze of their green and rotting leaves

in unmolested security. Most probably the spawn and seeds

of the diversified world of life which thrives so generously in

the reservoir of the city of Toronto were pumped into their

present congenial abode from the bay, a nauseous comment

upon the purity of the water which has been doled out to the

Queen City of the West for years past. We do not think that

the upper open reservoir has been in use for some time
;

perhaps the occasional changing of the water would have

diminished the animal life, although it might have added to

the luxuriance of its vegetable denizens. It is not necessary

to inquire how the animal world would have dwindled, it is

quite sufficient to have a clue to the probable mode of its exit

by observing occasionally the passage of a leech from the

tap.

It may be here remarked that animalculne can bo seen by

the unassisted eye when the water from the tap is examined

-ffith care in a clean glass vessel. (26th June, 1854.)

This water wc understand was pumped directly from the

bay into the reservoir near Queen Street without filtration.

Wi
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; filtration.

With a view to iirreft some of tlio.-ie ton tan;.;ible iiiipiii-iiirs

which cannot fail to become dilfusevl tluoughoi-t the reeej)tu-

clo of (he sewers of a city containing 40,000 inli.ibltant?*

;

filtration w:i-4 attempted souk; time since, tlio effort failed,

liowever, and the objeetionable alternative was i)ermittL(l, ol"

taking tiie supjdy directly from the liay ia five feet -water.

This occurs during the montli of June 18')4, with cholera in

the Atlantic cities and at Grosso Isle. On 2Gth June several

bottles of water were drawn from a tap in a hou.c on I'etor

Street, and examined as to temperature kc.

The result was as follows :

—

Temi)eraturo of water from tap (Jo.O

" of air in house T.I.O

" of rain in water taidv in rear of house 47. T)

** of waler from a well in the yard 80ft. deep.. 47.;")

The ta]) water was " teeming with life", the unassisted eye

could detect numerous aniinalcula) swimming about in llio

elc.ir and coniparatively soft " supply". It may not be gen-

erally known that a certain general law exists in nature in

relation to the developement of these minute creatures, as

deeply instructive as it is imposing in its g-andeur even

though it deals with the minutest of forms. AVith the fame of

the illustrious Ehrenberg must our knowledge of this great

fact be evev associated, that where animal life in water u-

visiblc to the naked eye, there is always a chain of animal

life beneath it down to invisible existence.*

These arc the scavengers of the earth, but tlieir existence

implies light, suitable temperature and food ; Avherevcr their

presence is required they will appear, and though indicative

of pollution, they arc the forerunners of purity. Our concep-

tions of the infinity of microscopic life become more vivid and

defined Avhen by holding a glass of bay or reservoir water

taken at hazard between the eye and the light we can.discover

without extraneous aid an infusorial form, and then pause to

* Report on the water supply to the metropoli?. (See page 39).

D



oontmplatc with a mental eye the unnumbered thousandB

which must exist within the sphere of that mmute creatm-e 8

action, in order that we may faintly embrace the law which

•fovcrns its existence.
"

Licrht may be said to be life to vegetubhs as well as to many

.rccies of the lower orders of animals. Absence of light will

^^event the germination of spores, it ^v ill also arrest tb.

Incipient growth of spawn. In the presence of day-hght Mth

its accompanying blessing heat, the decay of organic structure

is very raoid ;
vegetation modifies the dangerous effects which

v.-ould result from the daily consumption of water containing

putrescent animal or vegetable matter. Livhig organisms

consume the changing materials of der.l ones, but lymg

organisms capable of such consumption can only be ma.ntamed

in the presence of light. It miglit be urged that a closed

veservoir would not be able to purify its own water from

minute microscopical forms, from animalcuh>. wljicn thrive

even in darkness. These, however, are so few iii iiuik.^

that no obiection on that score could be valid. Lebides all

Uiis there is one great fact connected with the water supply

proposed, and its temporary accumulation .nd preservation

in Covered reservoirs, which in our humble opinion comple.c.y

obviates all difficulty, and in fact, sets tlie (iuest.on at rest

;

wc prefer to adopt the language of a distinguished reviewer

^vho has ably discussed the tpiestion of the water supply oi

London, England.

\t 82° Fahrenheit water takes up scarcely a trace ot

or^^^Inic matter, at 40° (which represents tlie general tcanper-

atare of the Lighthouse point water at 40 feet ^leqi uuring

., large portion of the year) it begins to take up la 10 or 1-

hours a ain or two per gallon, wliieh, however, at tlus_ tem-

peraturJ'has no deleterious property. An aqueous solution o.

organic matter so long as its own fermentation is stopped or

impeded by a certain degree of cold, is as incapable of exciting

fever or diarrhoea as a sound apple or an untainted steak.

\s the temperature rises toward 00° the solvent power of the

.vater increases, while at the same time a quick rate of ier-
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-mentation becomes possible, and with every advance of the

thermometer towards the highest summer temperature botli

processes receive a fresh impulse. It is stated on good

authority that during the late pestilence the mortality showed

a tendency to increase whenever the temperature of the

Thames rose above G0° Fahrenheit." \_3Iem.—temperature

of water from tap in Peter Street G5 degrees.]

Assumino: .'lidt the lake water taken from the Lighthouse

point contained organic matter, which it really does not in any

appreciable quantity, by covering the reservoir two great

points would bo attained. First, the temperature of the water

would remain below that degree which enables it to dissolve an

important amount of organic matter, and at the same time, •

would arrest the fermentation which renders the accidental

presence of organic matter dangerous. Second, the introduc-

tion of organic matter from without in the forms observed in

the new reservoir on Yonge Street, or in forms infinitely less

objectionable than "spawn, weeds and filth," would be altoge-

iher impracticable.

The current produced in an open reservoir by the consump-

tion of one half its daily means of supply, would not bo able

durin.g the summer months to arrest animal or vegetable

grov.ilj; and no sensible man would like to trust his property

or his domestic comfort to the dangerous chances Avhich would

envelope so small a provision for all contingencies. It is proba-

ble that fermentable organic matter is one of the most

dangerous impregnations to which water is subject, and a

fatal error would be committed if every means were not advo-

cated and recommended to remove to the utmost the possibility

of danger from this feculent impurity.

Fortunately tbo diffusion of knowledge on this subject of

late years has become so general, and the attention of corporate

bodies so frequently drawn to the necessity of patiently invest-

igating all the conditions under wdiich great public works arc

to be executed, that when untrammelled by selfish interested

motives, or free from the unhappy mist of antiquated prejudice.

'»
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the discoveries of modern science are not only recognized Ut

carefully studied in tlieir bearings upon the daily Avants of man.

ON THE AEllATIOxN OF THE WATEll.

The water of large lakes is generally considered to he more

flat or vapid than that of rivers, the same statement is made

in relation to the Avatcr of rivers when compared with that of

wells. The aeriform substances present in potable waters

which impart to them their pleasant agreeable flavour, (absent

in vapid waters,) such as recently boiled water, consist of

oxygen and carbonic acid; other things being equal, the tem-

perature determines the riuantity of air present in any specimen

of water under consideration. The higher the temperature

the smaller the amount of air present and the greater the

vapidity of the beverage.

Motion is a most valuable agent in promoting aeration ;

in a condition of violent motion the particles of water are

brought into contact with particles of air, which they to a

certain extent absorb. The effect produced upon organic

matter either in a state of solution or mechanically suspended,

is of the greatest interest and value. The turbid dark colored

waters of the tributary streams of the Ottawa issuing from the

Tamarac swamps, if allowed to descend during the last ten

miles of their course in the form of rapids, would enter into

their common receptacle pure, sparkling and transparent.

The waters of Lake St. John near Lake Couchiching frequently

become covered with a mass of noisome green vegetable

growth ; a single gale of wind sufiices to clear the lake. It is

probable, however, that in this instance, the minute vegetable

forms which so suddenly appear in that singular body of

water descend in great part by their own gravitation to the

bottom. If exposed to continued contact with air these

organic impurities would be oxidized and rendered harmless.

These illustrations are merely brought forward to exhibit the

powerful effects of contact with air. They do not apply,

however, to the pure waters of Lake Ontario, which are desti-

Jli
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tutc of organic matter. The object of aerating the supply

for the city of Toronto would be to impart to it the sparkling

quality common to well aerated waters, in addition to those of

coolness and purity which already characterize it, with this

object in view it is proposed to introduce the Avatcr from the

rising main into at least one of the reservoirs, by means of

a long tube perforated with hobs throughout the entire length

of the side of the reservoir. It is proposed to deliver it from

an altitude of two or three feet above the highest water

level in the reservoir. The same arrangement might be

applied to all the reservoirs although it is questionable whether

the loss in altitude would compensate for the effect produced.

It is manifest that a most perfect aeration might be obtained

by making use of the upper service reservoirs for the purpose,

an arrangement practicable at a period too remote from us

now to invite further notice. Under all circumstances it will

be necessary to make arrangements for the delivery of the

water below the ice which would probably form in winter on

the surface.

I

5

.'

f-

MATERIALS EMPLOYED AND METHOD OF SUPPLY.

The cftccts produced upon water during its distribution

througli metallic pipes have always been among the most

prominent subjects of discussion, connected with a system of

water supply. The evidence collected by the members of the

General Board of Health (England) as published in their

reports furnishes very minute and satisftictory opinions on

;his important topic. The whole question appears to bo

reduced to the simple facts which follow.

1st. When air is permitted to have access to the moist sur-

face of iron or lead pipes, oxidation takes place, generating

compounds appreciably soluble in water containing oxygen and

carbonic acid. And when the oxide of lead is preserved in

an insoluble condition it is swept aAvay by the stream of water,

being mechanically suspended in it for a short period of time.

2nd. AVhcn air is totally excluded from the surface of iron I



m
or lead, water containing oxygen or carbonic acid docs not

take up appreciable quantities of those bodies, but water con-

taining certain salts (hard water) does possess that property.

3rd. The only safe system of water supply when the use

of metallic pipes is unavoidable involves the necessity of keep-

ing the pipes constantly full.

4th. The amount of lead dissolved by hard water appears

to have some definite relation to the degree of hardness and

the character of the hardness. Salts of magnesia give to the

water a greater solvent power than salts of lime. Free car-

bonic acid also affects tiie solution of Icad.-^ Sulphate of

lime, as formerly supposed does not secure the lead pipes from

oxidation.t In conformity with these observations it is pro-

posed to convey the water from the reservoir down and along

the streets named in the general description of the plan, or

colored red, blue, or black, on the plan itself, through iron

mains properly supplied with air vessels and check valves+

from 18 to 12 inches in diameter (colored red), 8 inches dia-

meter (colored blue), and G to 4 inches diameter (colored

black). The service pipes are to be of lead (glazed iron if

procurable) and of dimensions dependant upon the supply

required. The water throughout the entire system to be

under a constant pressure of

100 to 140 feet South of Queen Street.

100 " GO " North of Queen Street to Carlton Street.
^

60 " 40 " from Carlton Street to upper service districts.

It is proposed that the mains and service pipes shall be

kept constantly full in order to prevent oxidation. At the

uniform distance of 100 yards fire plugs are to be placed

throughout the entire length of the district, distributing

and connecting mains, in order that by screwing on a jet, a

body of water under high pressure may be immediately avail-

able in case of the discovery of fire.

* Vide reports on the supply of water to the metropolis, page 149.

f See report on the supply of water to Boston, U. S.

X See note appendix C.
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This system of fire plugs haa been inti-OLluccl wlHi tlu>

utmost success in various cities. It requires no argument.-^

to prove the vast importance of a ready and ample supply of

Avater to provide against tlie spread of destructive conflagra-

tions. A single fire, the work of a few liours, may and has

destroyed property in this city to an extent which would cover

all the expenses of a judicious system of water supply
;
expe-

rience shows that we are peculiarly liable to sweeping con-

flagrations in this country ; the history of Quebec, Montreal

and Toronto, furnish numerous examples of the terrible los?

of life and property which almost periodically has arisen from

this fearful cause.

From the data we have been able to procure respecting the

occurrence of fire in the city of Toronto it appears that during

the past three years of almost unexampled freedom from these-

alarming outbreaks, the average annual number of fires was

twenty-seven, the estimated annual loss X10,000, the amount

of insurance .£5,000, the cost of water ^140, and the number

of buildings consumed 44.

The following extract from the reports of the chief engineer

of the fire brigade, furnishes more miniito iiiformiition for the

years 1851, 1852 and 1853.

Year. No. of Fires. Estimatuil loss. Aiiiraut nfin'iui-ai!

1851 27 -£7,712 .£2485

1852 3a 10,2G1 3775

1853 21 12,711 8G34

On the 7th April, in the year 1840, a fire occurred in thl-

city, which destroyed property in a few hours exceeding in

value £100,000, sweeping over an area of 12 acres and sus-

pending all business operations in the most tlironged portion

of the city until the ruin and devastation which it occasioned

could be restored or repaired. The annals of every insurance

company bear testimony to the evil of fire, and appeal for some

reliable remedy. No Invention or scheme, however ingenious,

has yet succeeded in diminishing the claims which a copious

supply of water accompanied with sufficient power to apply it

Cost or wat u'. IJir.l 'iu.'s r )nsaun«l

£157 42

19(3 10s 78

07 10s 10

I
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Imvo upon our warmest support. A sense of nlmost perfect

security from tlio devastating effects of fire would form no

small addition to the comfort and repose of the inhabitants of

a great city. It would impose a salutary check upon the

incendiary, and arrest to a very considerable degree, the com-

mission of that most heartless and detestable crime ; a crime

which recent experience shows but too plainly, easily finds

perpetrators, even within the precints of our own homes. Its

effects upon the rates of insurance would be speedily felt and

so foster the construction of buildings and ornamental

structures which add grace and beauty to the scene of our

daily avocations.

The plan suggested would provide an equivalent to a first

rate fire engine at every 100 yards of our streets, ready day

and night to work without impediment and fatigue, and capa-

ble of pouring an irresistable body of water upon any out-

breaking flame. In Liverpool, 12 miles of mains were laid in

the warehouse district as a security against fires, in a town

which contains 400 miles of streets and roads, and yet this

small extent of piping had the effect during the first year of

its working to cause savings in the premiums of insurance to

the amount of twenty-five thousand pounds sterling.* The

same system of fire plugs would be of the utmost use in

cleansing tlic streets, vards and alleys, as well as in the

laying of dust ; the former being a fruitful source of pesti-

lential disease, the latter the cause of immense annual loss to

those who are compelled to expose their wares to its destruc-

tive effects. There remains yet, one important application of

a copious water supply, Avhich will especially commend itself

to mechanics and others requiring occasionally small engine

power. It is well known that hydraulic engines of one and

two horse power can be worked by water from the conuiion

service pipes of a large house. The first cost of the engines

is insignificant and the cost of maintenance presents a similar

disproportion to the cost of the maintenance of a steam

* Report of BoarJ of Health, page 2G0.
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engine of equal power, attendance being unnecessary, and its

immunity from danger incident to tlic application of steam,

without question or doubt.

Till'] PIVKSENT WATEll AVOIIKS.

Altliougli tlic plan proposed lias been arranged without aiiy

reference to the works of the present company supplying the

city, yet it fortunately happens that many of the mains

already laid down in various street may be used for the minor

distribution of the proposed plan, should the corporation deem

it advisable to arrive at a mutual understanding with the pre-

sent company. From all that can be learned regarding the

pipes we believe that tlie old mains arc generally of sufficient

strength for the head of water proposed, and in the event of

an arrangement, it would only be necessary in the execution

of the work to omit laying down the new pipes wlien tlie

strength and capacity of those now in use were found to be

sufficient.

IIECAPITULATIOX.

We proceed now to reca})itulate the general outline of the

plan cml)raced in the foregoing pages.

1. The precipitous sand bank at the Lighthouse point is the

only accessible part of Lake Ontario which is free from serious

objeclions as the point of supply for the service of the city of

Toronto.

2. The Avater of the lake at the Lighthouse point at a

depth of 40 feet furnishes the necessary conditions of purity,

coolness and quantity.

3. Tl\c absence of organic matter and the comparative

immunity of the water from the chances of discolour-

ations by mechanical impurities passing over or proceeding

from the shoals to the east and north arc among its special

recommendations.

4. The plan to be recommended for its distribution in the

city of Toronto must be susceptible of continued extension with I
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the increase of the city, without involving those additions to,

or alterations in, the machinery which would arrest the supply

at any time.

5. The plan must he essentially distributary in all its fea-

tures tliereby pcrmittin;^ repairs or alterations to be made in

sections witliout interfering with the general service of the

city. It involves {a) a supply pipe from the Lighthouse point

to deliver lake water into a well on the main shore by simple

hydraulic action, (/>) steam power to lift the water for distri-

bution, {(•) pumping mains to convey it to the summit of a

tower, (d) stand pipes and rising mains to convey it to the

reservoirs, (c) reservoirs for storage and constant liydraulic

pressure, (/) distributing nuilns of various dimensions for the

service of the city.

G. The construction of closed reservoirs at Yorkville 140

feet above the lake level, are to be recommended for tlic pur-

pose of obtiiining a head.

7. The topograjjical features of the neighbourhood do not

permit of the selection of any higher point for the situation of

reservoirs without involving an enormous expenditure for

engine power and mains of great diameter, in order to over-

come tlic loss of "liead" occasioned by friction in pipes of

great length.

8. It is particularly recommended to distribute the Avater

under constant pressure ; with a view to attain this object, the

water is first to be pumped from a well near the engine house

to the summit of a tower, from which it will be distributed to

reservoirs and mains under uniform hydraulic pressure for the

same altitude.

9. The city is to be divided into water districts, seven in

number. Each water district is to be susceptible of complete

isolation from, or perfect connection with, the other water dis-

tricts as occasion may require.

10. The distributary apparatus, in each district is to be

divided into sections ; each section is also to be susceptible of

complete isolation from, or perfect connection with, all other

sections as occasion may require.
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"to. With a view to the service of the village of YorkviUc

a system of Upper service Avorks are contemplated in the

general plan.

12. Complete provision is to be made throughout the entire

distributary system of mains for security against the spread of

destructive conflagrations in the city.

13. The works at present contemplated include four dis-

tricts', and make provision for the daily supply of 40,000

people with thirty gallons of pure water per head.

14. The annual cost of the supply will not exceed four

shilbn'-s and seven pence currency to each inhabitant, assuming

the present population to embrace 40,000, and if the popula-

tion were doubled over the same area the annual cost would

be about one half of the same sum.

15. The estimated cost of the works proposed for present

construction, and which arc intended to supply all demands

which may be made upon them for the next ten years, amounts

to Xlll,410.

IG. The details of this plan do not preclude the complete

grafting of the present water works of the city upon those

which arc now under consideration.

17. The estimated cost of the whole works which provide for

water distribution throughout the entire city limits and the

village of Yorkvllle, but which will not rcciuire completion

during the present generation, smounta to the Gum of

£222,000 currency.

s

I

7
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APPENDIX.
NOTK A.

Tlio fine mutter brought down by tlic Ulione is fonml in mini boiicatli the

^till ilcop waters of tlio hike of Geneva, many miles beyon^l tlic disehargo of

the turhiil waters of ho river into that lake. Pago 7- Do la IJecho, Geo.

Ob.

(Joloiiel Sabine has stateJ that at three liunJrcd miles distant from the

mouth of tlie Amazon discoloured water sujiposcd to come fmni that river,

was found witli a fpccific gravity of 1,0201 Jfoating above (he sea water of

which the specific gravity was 1,0202, the depth of the lighter water being

estimated at 12G feet. (Page 80 ibid.)

If the Amazon discharged its waters into Lake Ontario, tha turbid Ktreaui

would have been found below the clear lake water, as Is the case with tho

Niagara river. When this river is iliscoloured in the fpriiig months or after

storms its turbid waters do not penetrate fur into Lake Ontario ; they sink

and steal along tho bottom.

Tho sewerage of the city of Toronto after heavy rains is a toiiouo item

in the amount of detritus transported into tho lake.

NOTEB.

Nearly one half of the engine power of the present water works is employed

in overcoming friction during the ascent of the water to an altitude of 120

feet. It is clear that to avoid unnecessary outlay no greater elevation for

reservoirs than 140 feet could be consistently recommended on account of the

absence of high land within available distance. Tho lo\ve^t terrace of tho

Scarboro' heights gives only an altitude of 100 feet above the lake, and

tho highest ridjre six miles from Toronto just exceeds 300 feet. Colonel

Well's hill Nortli of Yorkvillc otfcri'. no advantages at all commensurate with

the expense of conveying water to and from reservoirs situated there. Indeed

without tho mains were made of enormous dimensions tiic friction of the

water moving through them would • consume all the advantages w Idch the

small additional elevation could give. Friction is a very important element

to bo taken into consideration in estimating tho flow of Avater through

pipes under constant pressure. Ample allowances liave been made for tins

retarding force in the calculations embodied in this report.

NOTE C.

A very significant illustration of tho dangers ainsing from sudden shocks

iu the mains lias recently occurred in the city of Toronto.

During the fire wdiich caused tho destrnction of several houses on Yongc

Street, (.Tune 20th,) no water could be obtained from the hydrants.

The engineer attached to the works had been endeavouring for some days

previous to find a " burst'' which was supposed tf» have occurred as it was

discovered to be impossible to force water to the upper reservoir. The c:ni.=c

of the difficulty was found after much expenditure of labour and time (nearly
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dirco weeks) it was then aHccrtalned (hut Ihrce hursln had occurred, fifler or

durin- the fno „m M.avh Street, (.June lUth). These burets w.re without

doubt' IVoi.i the Midden .toi-pagc of the current. They exhibited IrngUudinal

erackH in tho i.ii.o, which opened with the i.uly.iliens of the er.;.i.e avIku

^>iidoavourIng to force water to the upper re; ervoir.

A prorer f-y.^tem .,f air vessela and cheek valves M reconuncnded in thi»

report would have cllectually prevented thin dan-evov-s caMiality.

NOTK D.

From careful cxprrlmonts made on tho consumption of fuel by Mr. Wick-

r-toed, Kngineor to the East London Water Works; wc nro enabled to afccr-

tain the probable consumption of coal by tho engine propo^^cd to be employc(h*

The expeviments were made on tho Corniah pumping engines from 110 to 32

horyo power each, thoy had been constantly at work, had not been over-

hauh'd or any thing dono to them preparatory to the trials ;
and the boilers

and Hues had not bc.'n cleaned for many month?.

Tiio results of the experiment and calculations arc as follows;

Kij-ino at Il.unbu h mine consumed l.oTlbi-.jeoal per hor.^e power per hour.

- Oldl'uid ••
" 4.82

Tin Croft " '• ^'^'>

'XQi i 3 = 3.211bs.

(iivlngamoanc. i: r.ption of tliC three engines of r,.211bs. (f coal per

Iiorpe power per hour.

Loanord's Moduuileal prln-ipia civ:.' 8-^lh.^ of Anairaella eeal an the con-

sumption per hors- power in 21 hour.s crpial to ."..GOlbs per horse power per

hour, which agrees very closely with the mean of Wick'itead's calculation?.

Wo have no information regarding tlic quality of tho coal used in the

abovo mentioned trials as compared with that which would be empl-iyed here,

Wo will however be -afe in a.-.niming that the quality of tl.c coal to be used

by us is inferi^.r to the Ihiglish, and, therefore, increase the consumptiou per

horse power per Imur to -libs instead of 3.21.

X Vol. I., transactions of Society of Civil Engineers

,.,. i Vv.v"arfl

'/
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llErOllT NO. 3, SIGNED "A.Z./'
hy JOHN 0. iiowAiU).

(IRNKKAI. DESCRIPTION OF DKSION

FOn l^ri»PLYIN'(4 THE CITY OF TORONTO WITH rURE WATER
VIIOM LAKE ONTAllIO.

The City of Toronto is beautifully situated, .^Icpiii^ from

north to aoatli, having a fill or inclined plane of 115 feet in

about a mile and a half, namely from Yorkville to Front

Street, on the bay shore.

As the supply of •water is to be obtained from the Lake,

two miles, at least, south of Front Street, and to bo forced up

the said inclined plane by force pumps, driven l>y a steam

engine, the first thing to be done by the engineer is to con-

struct such a Reservoir as will effectually overcome the neces-

sary friction in the pipes caused by driving the water up hill,

and the necessary turns in the said pipes, r-t the same time to

connect the purap to the supply pipes of the reservoir as near

as possible to the level of the Vtater in the Lake, so as to be

under the immediate inspection of the engineer m.anaging the

establishment.

The first thing to guard against is frost. Secondly, great

care must be taken, in laying down the pipes across the

Bay, so iis not to impede navigation, and also to prevent the

pipes from being disturbed by vessels coming to anchor, for

which purpose I have availed myself of the plan adopted in

Scotland, for supplying the city of Glasgow with v.atcr from

the Clyde. The water is conveyed from the opposite bank of

the Clyde in flexlblo pipes, (similar to those shown on the

plan at C D E,) sunk in the bed of the river, and though they

have laid there for several years, ships passing and re-passing

-over them, they have been found to answer tlic purpose ad-
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mirahlv; there is also a huge >vcll for filtering the wator

whid/in this case ^vlll not be rcciuirod as tho water of the

Lake is always pure. The pipes will simply vcpiirc strong

cribwork to be sunk in the Lake to protect the ends of thorn.

I have prepared a rough tracing of the city oF Toronto,

the harl)our, ami ronii.sula ; the blue lines t^lmv,- two hiycrs

of pipes across the Uay and I'cninsula to the Lake; one

marke.l A A detiotes tho two ends of the supply or service

pipe, the reservoir to be erected on Lot No. 7, corner of

Trinity Pala-o and South Park Streets, tho pipes to be con-

vcyed from thcnco, south, down Trinity Street, tlience easter-

ly alon- the mar-in of the Bay, thence across the river J)<m,

with the llexible "pipes, thence along tho eastern margin of

the Bay, across the Peninsula into the Lake, tlic end ot the

pipe to^)e sm-rounded with cribwork ;
tViis point in the l^ake

can be carried more to the east in case tho eaf^tern entrance

is formed to the Harbour.

B B denotes the two extremities of the other layer of

supply pipe, the reservoir to be erected near the prcf^ent

Water AVorks, at the foot of Peter Street, the pipe to bo con-

veyed from thence, across the Bay, to the north-west point of

the Penin-^ula, thence across 1^. e Poninsula, and south-westerly,

ulon." the margin of the Lake, i- ^he south-west pmnt, where

it enters tho Lake, tho end of the pipe to be surrounded by

cribwork. This line will rccpiire tliree quartevs of a mde

more flexible pipe than the other ;
the whole must be sunk a

sufficient depth in the sand to protect them from the frost.

I should recommend the eastern line, as it only reqmres about

fifteen chains of flexible pipe, and I consider it will be more

out of the way than the other.

The blue lines show the 12in. main laid in tho different

streets, the red lines show tlie Oin. main, the yellow the Tin.

main, and the dotted lines show tb,e 5in. mam. I contem-

plate 150 hydrants of Sin. bore.

T have designed two descriptions of reservoir, one m the

form of a cone, built of brick and stone, 150 feet high, en-
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closing a Avroiiglit iron tanl:, cnpablc of containing 8,(500 pun.

cheons, or 308,400 gallons, this plan I consider Lest adapted

to this climate, their being no danger to be apprehended from

frost as the tank is completely enclosed, and as the steam

boiler and steam engine arc below, a sufficient supjily of warm
air will be generated in the upper story to prevent the water

freezing in the tank. This building will have a good appear-

ance and will take up but little room, as tlie machinery will

h >' ^ether inside; only a small Avood yard v.ill be required

T propose to bring the water across the Peninsula in a 12in.

main and connect it direct with the pumps, as ;icar the level

of the Lake as possible. Rooms arc found in the buildini: for

the engineer and assistants, and above the tank a floor is to

be laid, and six dormer windows are to open ipon the roof,

which will enable the Avatchman to see what quarter a fire

is in, and as soon as the alarm is given he at once fires up

and commences pumping, by which moans the tank will be

kept full.

''^he present defects in the V^ater Works of this city, as

regards supplying the hydrants at fires, is solely attributable

to the want of head of water in the reservoir, or perpendicular

fill, together with the small size and b;ul (pudily of the pipes,

as they will not bear any pressure, and unless there is a

sufficient vertical pressure it is almost impossible to force a

continuous stream of water through small pipes.

To obviate this difficitlty, and to get a good and sufficient

supply of water at fires, it is absolutely necessary to get, at

least, from 25 to 30 feet vertical pressure, after allowing for

1'riction and turns in the pipes. Elevated reservoirs enclosed

in brick cones are the best for this purpose, and have been

adopted in England and at Detroit, both of which have been

in operation many years, and have answered the purpose

well.

The surface of the water in the present reservoir, when full,

is only 106 feet above the surface of the water in the Bay
;

deduct 15 feet for the height of the bank in Front Street, and
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it leaves only 81 feet fall, which resolves itself into an inclined

plane of 81 feet in little more than a mile and a quarter,

2 feet G inches of which is required to overcome the friction

in the pipes, supposing they were straight, but as they are of

various sizes and have a great many turns in them, 15 feet

more, at least, may be deducted. My motive for going into

these details is to show that a sufficient supply of water, par-

ticularly at fires, can never be obtained through small pipes,

with only an inclined plane ; as well might a person attempt

to drive saw or grist mill from the current of a common

stream, they must have a dam and a head of water at least

10 or 12 feet to do any amount of business.

Again, the elevated iron tank or reservoir is not likely to

get out of order, and the Avhole of the machinery vill be

under the immediate eye of the engineer. The vertical fall

from the bottom of the reservoir is 100 feet above the ground

on which the building stands, and 115 feet above the water of

the Lake. The reservoir is 50 feet high with a 12 in. main,

which AYOuld supply the inhabitants of Yorkville, providing

the reservoir was always kept full. Yorkville is 135 feet

above the level of the Lake.

The other reservoir, marked No. 3, is circular, built with

Lake stone, laia with hydraulic lime, 100 feet in diameter by

20 feet deep, 15 feet of which stands out of the ground : the

best situation for it, in my opinion, is on a lot of land belong-

ing to T. G. Ridout, Esq., situated near the north end of

Sherborne Street, at the height of 137 feet above the Lake,

which, with the 15 feet head, makes 152 feet, just 13 feet

lower than the head of water in the reservoir shewn at A,

and 20 feet lower than that shown at B. There is a great

drawback to this kind of reservoir : first, the pump house and

steam engine must be erected on the Bay &1 ore; secondly,

there would be scarcely any vertical fall or head of water, as

the friction in the pipes, caused by the necessary turns,

would very much impede the water in its passage through

the pipes ; thirdly, being in the open air, it would be liable

to get out of order from the frost, though built ever so well

;

E



fourthly, the pipe necessary to supply the said reservoir

would be nearly equal to the 12in.main laid on Queen Street.

Lastly, in most cases, with the reservoir A or B, there

would be very little occasion for the fire engines at any fire

which might occur from the whole parallel of Queen Street,

from Trinity Street, east, to Peter Street, west, to the B?y,

but simply to screw on the hose to the hydrant, which would

propel the water from the branch 50 or 60 feet ; on the con-

trarv, the stone reservoir at the head of Sherborne Street

would not throw the water on King Street above 20 feet fron^

the branch.

The accompanying estimates show that the reservoir A A,

with 491- miles of pipe laid will cost, when in complete work-

ing order, £100,000 ; B B about <^:2,240 more, in conse-

quence of the extra length of flexible pipe required ;
Ko. 8,

the stone reservoir, will cost about the same price as A A.

I have given my opinion of the annual cost of working the

establishment, likewise the annual amount to be realised from-

the said working. The balance sheet shows a clear annual

profit of £5,500 which will increase every year.

The estimates may appear high, but it must be remembered

that 46 miles of the pipes will be laid in the public streets,

which, if done well at first, will last for thirty years or more,

without any material repairs, by which the necessity of eter-

nally breaking up the streets to repair bad pipes will be

avoided.

About half the sum, say £50,000 will be sufficient for the

first five years. Providing the eastern line A A is adopted,

smaller pipes could be substituted, but I should strongly

recommend that the sizes described sh-.uld be used, as in ^ivc

or ten years they will be found small enough, and to substi-

tute less would reflect discredit upon all concerned.

I have the minute details from which the estimates were i



made, and should my plan bo found wortliy of Icing adopted,

T shall ho most happy to give any further information.

All which is most respectfully submitted by,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) A. Z.

Detailed Estimate of the cost of consfnicting Water Works

for supplijing the Oity of Toronto with Water from the

£, s. d.

Brick Cone and Reservoir marked A. A. on the

general plan of the town \ of an acre of

land, being number seven, on the corner of ^

Trinity Street 'OOO

The Brick and Stone Cone complete 5953

The Wrought Iron Reservoir complete 3500

110 feet of Crib-work in the Lake 330

Total for Reservoir X10,283

£, s. d.

(3380 yardslineal of 12 inch cast iron pipe 33s Gd 10686 10

Dressing and fixing flexible pipe, &c., &c 330

150-18 yards lineal of 9 inch cast iron pipe 23s 6d 17681 8

Excavating and laying said pipe 1504 16

41756 yards lineal of 7 inch cast iron pipe 17s. 35500 5

Excavating and laying said pipe 2u(37 16

23892 yards lineal of 5 inch cast iron pipe 10s. 11946

Forward X90,019 15
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Brought forward 90,019 15

Excavating and laying said pipe 1194 12

To 150 new hydrants fixed at .£30 4500

To a twenty horse steam engine 1000

To a wrought iron boiler, pumps, &c 1000

Contingencies 2285 13

X100,000
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If the reservoir is erected at B. B. it will cost

X2,241 Os. Os. more.

The stone reservoir at No. 3 including the land

on Sherborne Street, and the engine house

on the lake shore, £10,276 lis. Od.

There is only a diflference of <£6 9s. Od. between

the cut of A. A. and No. 3.

Annual expense of the Toronto Water WorJcs in supplying

the City of Toronto tvith Water from the Lake, ^c. S^c. Sfc.

£ 8. d.

X100,000 at 6 per cent 6000

Managing Clerk, &c., &c '^50

Engineer 250

Two labourers, £75 each 150

Watchman 50

Collector 150

900 cords of wood ^50

Contingencies ^^^ ^ ^

£7500
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PER contra:—

3500 Private Houses, £3 10500

100 Taverns and Hotels, £5 ^^^

10 Bath Houses, £25 250

10 Brewers and Distillers, X25 250

10 Insurance Offices, X50 ^^0

150 Hydrants at £5 '^^O

25 Conduits for Carters, £10 250

£13,000



THE COMMITTEE ALSO RECEIVED TUE FOLLOWING

VOLUNTARY SUGGESTIONS
ON THE

SUBJECT OF THE WATEll \7011KS.

Montreal, 24th June, 1854.

Sir,—In consequence of an advertisement published in the

Montreal Herald, inviting competition plans for the "svater

supply of Toronto from Engineers in this quarter, I am in-

duced to address you. I will take the liberty first of explaining

why I do not become one of the competitors sought for, and

why I cannot comply with the conditions ofyour advertisement.

Plans and estimates for a work of such magnitude as the

water supply of Toronto cannot bo understandingly given

without the expenditure of time and money in preliminary

surveys and examinations, and office work which no Engineer

would make or could be expected to make for the inducements

offered. The plans of the ixiost important structures cannot

be prepared until excavations arc made to shew the character

of the foundations, neither can the position of these structures

be fixed without (.-laboratc surveys for the purpose of securing

the good and avoiding the bad foundations.

Secondly, If the work to be done were a design for a

public buildi.Mg, or a single work or structure for a particular

spot, instead of a system of Avorks necessarily scattered over

miles of surfacv, persons at a distance might compete, but I

believe the information which the City of Toronto should be

in possession of before deciding upon so important a question

will cost at least ten times the sum offered ; and, therefore, I find

it impossible for me to furnish the required plans and estimates.



Having passed several years of my life in Toronto, I am

familiar with the position of the City as affecting the question

of water supply, and I am in possession of sueh "^f"'-

"^^^^^^J)
^^

to distances and levels (derived from my survey of the Giand

Trunk Railway between Montreal and Toronto as enahles me

to form a decided opinion as to the plan which I think the

City should adopt.

Having had an opportunity within the last twelve months

of inspecting the best steam pumping works in England, and

these ire the best in the world, and having been in connection

with the large pumping works now in progress for the supply

of this Citv -iven a good deal of attention for the last two

;L!^ to tlS'stbject, I feel that I can offer con.^^^^^^^^^

Reference to this important question which will ^e.^'^ithy

;J
serious investigation, and I shall be sufficiently repaid if I can

induce the principal city of my native Provmce to adop the

best system extant, and secure works which willleave nothing

hereafter to be desired or regretted, and which I am sure her

present position and future prospects both warrant and demand.

There is no class of works which require to be more

thoroughly and efficiently constructed than the water works ot

an important city. It is better to be without them than to have

them on an inefficient scale, because where they exist the

population become in a short time so wholly dependant upon

> them that unless they be adequate to every demand the conse-

quences will be disastrous in the extreme.

The Corporation of your City has decided on procuring a

supply from Lake Ontario, and there remains only for the

enleer to determine the best point from which to take the

waiter and the best mode of elevating and distributing it.

The City stands upon ground varying from 15 to 125 feet

in height above Lake Ontario. The high ground at loAv.l e

is barely sufficient to afford reservoirs sufficiently elevated to

commaml ^e lowest parts of the City. The private residences

of that Class which will be the largest consumers and be.t

water tenants cannot be adequately supplied from reservoirs
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at this elevation as the majority of these liouscs will be hut
little below the level of such reservoirs. The City will extend
in every direction, and there is no ground at Yorkville in my
judgment sufficiently high for reservoirs to supyly that part of
the City northward of Queen Street.

A stand pipe can be used which M-ill give a delivery at the
required height as long as the engines are working; but no
system of supply should be entertained which does not embrace
large storing and distributing reservoirs sufficient to carry you
through any extensive conflagration or any accident to your
machinery which will stop the pumps for one or more days.

If it be possible, therefore, within the limits of any reason-
able expenditure to obtain a site for the reservoirs which will

command the whole city, including Yorkville, this ought to be
done!

I am of opinion that the supply should bo taken cither from
Ashbridge's Bay or a point on the Lake east of this, and
pumped directly up to the nearest ground of sufficient height
into large storage reservoirs, and from thence be led into the
city by an iron main, traversing it from east to west on the
line of Queen Street.

By this plan the distance which the water would be pumped
would be the shortest possible, thus avoiding the increasino-

cost of power to overcome the friction and curvature of a long
line of pumping main. The engines would work under a
regular and constant pressure. There would be no connection
between the pumping main and the distributing pipes by which
the latter could be strained and the joints made to leak from
the impulsive action of the pumps and the irregular pressure to

which the pipes would be subjected if in connection with this

main. From your receiving reservoirs the supply of the City
would be a gravitation, one partaking of all the security and
regularity of the best mode.

An ample extent of ground for the reservoirs could be
obtained in this direction at a low price, and the economy on
this head would probably cover the additional cost of mains for
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leading the water into the City. These reservoirs wouhl bo

removed from tlie dust and soot of the City. The water

stored in open country with the wind SAVceping over it would

he kept in the best condition.

The general features of the plan being determined on

the most important particulars are the kind of engine and

pump to bo employed. As on the judicious selection of tliese

the economy of working expenses and efficiency of the system

will depend on this point, I would merely remark that I am
convinced the general adoption of the Cornish Engine for the

recent steam pumping works erected in the United States is a

mistake, and I would advise the city to make full enquiries

before adopting this mode of pumping.

In NcAY York, Boston, and Philadelphia, which are as well

supplied with water as any cities in the world, there is a great

deficiency of pressure, not from any defect of the plans, but

because the reservoirs could not be obtained at a higher level

than they are; but in Manchester and many other cities of

Britain tlic use of Fire Engines has been superseded, the

pressure from the mains being sufiicicnt to throw the water on

the highest buildings.

In Montreal our reservoirs are 200 feet above the Harbour

;

I think that Toronto will require very nearly thcs same

elevation above the Lake, and then, while every house in the

city will be fully commanded, you will have fire pressure suffi-

cient to protect (without the intervention of engines) the

warehouses and valuable property in the heart of tlie city, as

well as the shipping at your wharves.

It may bo objected, why pump up the Avhole supply to a

height sufficient to command Yorkville, (and overcome the loss

of head in the pipes between the city and the high ground to

the eastward of the Don,) when the greater portion of the

city can be commanded by a much less height. It may there-

fore be proposed to have two reservoirs, at different elevations,

by which arrangement no part of the water will be pumped
higher than necessary. This arrangement would call for two
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sets of (li.stributing pipes, one for tlio hlglicr and the otlicr for

tin- lower district. luasmucli as a pressure Avhich will com-

mand the whole city will not bo too much for the lowest parts

of it, but will bo l)cneficial and most needed there. I do not

think that the inconvenience of reservoirs at diflferent levels,

and two sots of pipes, disconnected, should be preferred, es-

pecially since there are strong reasons in favour of the plan I

have proposed, which may make it even the more economical.

In the first place, I think it may be necessary to go to

Ashbridge's Bay, (or as great a distance in the other direction)

for the water.

One of the greatest practical difficulties in taking the water

out of the Lake is, that from constant agitation, the water,

for some distance from the shore, holds large quantities of

fine sand in suspension, which, if not precipitated before

drawn into the pumps, will be most destructive to the valves.

It would seem that Ashbridge's Bay, which is probably in

healthy communication with the Lake, through the natural

filter bed which separates them, is precisely what is wanted to

aid in overcoming this great difficulty. But, if on further

examination, this is found not to b'^ the case, it will propably

be found necessary to construct a basin, into which the Lake

water can be admitted, and freed of sand before it reaches the

pumps.

Whether the water be taken out of the Lake from the

eastern or western end of the city, it can only reach reservoh-s

in the neighbourhood of Yorkville, through a long line of mam,

generally following the streets, and with more or less curva-

ture. If traversing the city in its course this main would

probably be tapped, for economy.

Now the power required for pumping depends upon the

following considerations :

—

1st. The height to which the water is to be elevated.

9.nd Tb.o lonrrth of the pnmplng main.

3rd. The diameter of the same.
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4th. The number and intensity of the chaui^es of direction,

or, in other words, the amount of curvature in the main.

5th. The speed at which the water is to be driven, or the

quantity reipiircd, in a given time, through a nniin of given

dimensions.

Thus it will readily be perceived, that the power required

to raise the same quantity of water per diem, through a

short straight and large pumping main, to the high ground

near Ashbridge's Bay, may not be any greater, or even as

great, as that reciuircd to drive the same quantity tlirough a

lontr crooked and smaller main to Yorkville : the shorter the

pumping main the larger it could be afforded, Avheroas, Avith a

very long one, there is every inducement to diminish the size,

although this length calls for increased diameter. If the

supply be taken off this main, the interruptions to the flow

thus produced, will call for an increase in its dimensions. If

the main is not tapped, (as it should not be,) there may be

but little difference in the first cost of the ascending and

descending mains, whether the reservoirs are at Yorkville or

eastward of the Don, and this will probal)ly bemadc up by the

economy in construction at the latter point, while in the one

case the town is only partially commanded, in the other

wholly so.

If this reasoning be admitted, the best plan may prove as

cheap, if not cheaper than any other which will fulfil the

requirements of the case.

With regard to the cost, I cannot venture on esiimates,

where so much is undetermined by surveys, although I have

sufficient knowledge of distance and levels to enable me to

estimate the cost of pipes, and, knowing the power required,

could fix the cost of the engines and their accompaniments,

alloAving a suficient sum for reservoirs, and works in connexion

AvilK the pump wells, as well as for all other contingencies.

I am satisfied that the cost Avould not exceed a sum which the

citizens ought, and, I think, Avill not hesitate to expend, for

such a purpose, and one which cities of less flattering pros-
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poets have not shrunk from encountering. The only course

which can with safety bo pursued in a matter of such moment

is, to have careful surveys, plans, and estimates prepared, and

a rcpor. thereon submitted for public consideration.

These can be ready as soon as the legislative and financial

arrangements arc perfected, so as to bo prepared, if desired,

for the prosecution of the work without loss of time.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

THOMAS C KEEPER.

To the City Clerk,

Corporation of Torouto.

TORONTO WATER SUrPLY.

To His Worship the Mayor, Aldermen and Councillors of

the City of Toronto.

Gentlemen:

It is not my intention to enter on the subject of a water

supply for your city with a view to competing for the premium

offered by your advertisement, because I altogether object to

the mode of obtaining the supply as determined by your body,

in comparison with that more perfect and less costly system,

by self gravitation, which I believe to be practicable, and

which it is my present design respectfully to submit to your

notice.

No doubt, when it was resolved to have recourse to pumping

from the lake, the determination was arrived at from what

was considered to be conclusive evidence of the difficulty or

impossibility of securing a supply by other means ;
neverthe-

less, I venture to think that the suggestions I have to offer

may be found worthy of serious consideration before you are

finally committed to a system which at the best is only an

expedient to be adopted from necessity.
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As a stranger I feel that my suggestions could hove little

weight without some assurance being given to you that I was

competent to speak professionally on the matter, and, therefore,

(although under the circumstances I should willingly have

avoided speaking of myself) it is riglit perhaps to mention

that for several years past I have been engaged in England

exclusively in drainage, general hydraulic and snnitary opera-

tions, and that on the passing of the public health act, I was

in consecpieucc one of those whom the General Board of Health

consulted as to the carrying out of that important measure.

I had also been appointed some few years previously an

assistant commissioner under the general drainage acts, and

which api»()intmcnt I held when I left England last summer.

It was also my good fortune for some years prior to his death

to enjoy the confidv Ace and co-operation of that Avell known

and eminent authority on such subjects, the much lamented

Mr. Smith, (of Deanston,) who was one of the parliamentary

commissioners to enquire into the sanitary condition of the

kinirdom, and from whom I received much valuable practical

information.

In the communication with which I was then honored, the

General Board of Health speak of the qualifications required in

engineers of sanitary works in the following significant terms,

" the Board have been made deeply sensible from the fact of

their existence, and by the extensive failures and the worse

than waste of public money in works of town drainage that

have been planned and carried out by engineers and architects

of even very high professional standing and general ability,

that the qualifications required for carrying out new drainage

areas, for conducting works of house and land drainage and

water supply, and the application of refuse as manure, arc

very special and demand a peculiar kind of scientific know-

ledge and practical ability, " and which arc probably equally

applicable on this side of the Atlantic.

Now as respects the two modes of ./-mp'rig from the low

level and self-gravitation from a sufficiently elevated source.

I

J
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cxporicncc has slicvni that in every instance the first cost of

Lhe ^vorks, and the annnal rate under the former phni la

inviriablv douhle that of the latter, whilst in point of efficiency

it (the latter) has also a greatly preponderating advantage.

Amon-st a host of other instances that could he readily

adduced, compare the recently completed works at Manches-

ter on the self gravitation principle, where the supply is

brouc^ht from a distance of about CO miles in sufficient abun-

d-mce for every purpose domestic as well as public, at a cost

of about ten shillings per head of the pupulation, and an

annual average rate of not exceeding two pence per house per

week or eiglit shillings and eight pence a year, with those at

York W.kefield, &c., where the first cost has never been less

than 'twontv shillings per head, and frequently as high as

thirty shiUin-s, and the annnal rate from fifteen to eighteen

shilliiv^s per house ; an.l yet the works and machinery at these

>,hico-/are of modern construction and fuel is comparatively

cheap On the score of first outlay and annual charge

then these facts must be deemed conclusive of the superiority

of the gravitation mode oi supply.
^ ^

Wlic^her such a supply can be obtained for your city is the

nue'^tion, and without at this stage entering into details which

mus't be for subsequent settlement, I think I can take upon

myself to give an answer in the affirmative.

Itisadntittedon allhands, and I believe rightly, that the best

nuality of water for all purposes is that from the great lakes
;
wo

1 now moreover, that according to the best authonties, the level

of Lake Erie above Ontario, if from 320 to 3d0 feet, amply

sufficient by a line of suitable sized pipes to convey the water

to Toronto for high service and so save the annual heavy cost

of pumping to the required elevation.

The route which seems to present the greatest facilities for

the purpose, is that from Port Dover on Lake Erie down the

pjed road from that place to Hamilton, and thence along

tlie line of railway now in course of construction between that

city and Toronto.
i . xi.

In order to take full advantage of the plan and to bring the
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cost witliin due limit to your city, I propose to supply tlic city

of Ihmuh on en 2^as3ant, leaving a tRn-vice reservoir at that

place Avholly independant of the continuation pipe to Toronto,

Tv'here of course there "would be a distributing reservoir of

suitable capacity.

Looking at the present requirements of the two cities, and

their probable rate of increase for some years to conic, I regard

it as essential that (if even at an outlay beyond wliat may
possibly be anticipated) the supplij sJionldhe abundant for all

purposes, for it must bo remembered, that the demand for

private and domestic uses will be amongst the least that sucli

works will have to meet, and that as far as mere quantity is

concerned, more water Avill be needed for the various public

purposes of fhishing sewers, cleansing and watering streets, the

extinction of fires, sup})ly of fountains and public baths and

v/asli-houses, than for household purposes. I propose, there*

fore, to have the supply pipe from Port Dover to Hamilton of

not loss than 1:2 inches internal diameter and the one forward

to Toronto of not less than 9 inches. If tliese pipes are of

ca:'.t iron, I estimate that the cost of the work might be taken

(as an approximation) thus, say

•10 miles of 12 inch pipes, and laying from Hamil-

ton to Port Dover at X8000 per mile .i^l20,000

Works on the lake shore at Port Dover 5,000

^125,000

Toronto proportion of above sum £00,000

40 miles 9 inch pipe and laying from Hamilton to

Toronto at £2000 per mile ....". 80,000

Service reservoir, &c., tfcc, at Toronto 10,000

£150,000

This is assuming cast iron pipes to be used, but I am of

opinion from some experience that throughout the greater pro-

j)ortion of the distance Avell manufactured earthenware pipes

of suitable stoutness, could be substituted safely for iron if

properly laid and secured at the joints, in a manner that I
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<;ould point out, and under tlic circumstances the cost would

be reduced to £100,000 or under, a sum by no means extrava^

gant when it is considered that all the annual charge of

pumping is thereby saved, and the expense of management

brought to the minimum point.

But assuming, for the sake of being on the safe side, the

larger outlay, as the basis of estimate for the annual rate at

which the water can be supplied there would require to be

raised for interest at G per cent ^^000

Annual expenses, say

£0,500

Present population, say 50,000

At 5b. per house 10,000 houses

Increase, say 2,000

12,000 at IGs. per annum X0,G00

or under 4d. per week, per house, and exclusive of any reve-

nue from the extinction of fires, baths, or Avarchouscs, &c. &c.

I have said that the consumption of water for domestic

uses will be almost insignificant compared with that of public

purposes, because it has invariably been found that, once

possess the means of street watering, sewer cleansing &c.,

with an abundant and never failing supply of water and die

benefit makes its extension a necessity of daily h.o, av.ed

only by the means of application. This is found lo be th.

case in England with regard to the use of public l-.ths and

wash houses, where until the public had the advantage placc^i

within their reach personal cleanliness was not -among tiuur

virtues. In support, however, of the appreciation of t^ese

things when obtainable, on reasonable tern.-S I may bn per-

mitted to quote a passage from a report of comnattee to the

corporation of Newcastle, a seaport town in the north of J.ng-

land • where the habits of the people were usually considered

to be'anything but favorable to success. " During ^ic thirty-

eiffht weeks ending 31st December, 1851, tliat the baths and

wash houses have been opened 15,80G bathers have used tnc
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The averagebatiis, and o(*14 persons have used ihv tubi?

receipts per ^veek Jiave been £6 16i?. Id., and the only outlay

including interest has averaged £6 os. 5d. vcekly. From the

opening of the wash house there has been ;i gradual but con-

-stfint increase in the amount of revenue derived from that part

of the establishment. Tlie first month's receipts Avere

£.2 10s. Id., whereas in December for washing alone, -£21 4s. 2d-

was received. Your committee have -d conviction that the

establislimcnl will b(^ not only self sustaining but a souvce of

profit.

As regards street ;vateriug and the Hushing of sev/ers, it

may be sufficient to remark that in all cases where circum-

stance;? have obliged the pumping system to be restored to, a

scanty and liY^ioeconomical use of the v.-ater is observable for

sucii purposes, declaring in unmistakcable terms that every

gallon pumped has its r.pprer'iable cost and must bo used

accordingly.

Apart from absolute survey, which i have not -Jk aght

necessary at present but from information from practical

men well acquainted with the propose- route, I have reason to

believe that there is no engineering difficulty which ordinary

and inexpensive means will not stirmount, and I am therefore

the more solicitous respectfully to presr-' the subject on your

consideration assured that from its position and influence the city

of Toronto may vrell assume tlie irit;?'ti\'e in such an una^r-

taking and set an example to th • rrovince of works planned

and executed in accordance '.vitlt (he most approved system of

the times in which v,e live.

if on consideration of what luis been advanced vour honour-

able board should deem it de-irablcto have further and detailed

particulars I should be much jT-atified by being favoured by

any insLi !.ctions you mny think proper to give, at the same
time let me say I hr.vc no -.esire to interfere with any other

Engineer to whom possibly } ou may feel yourselves engaged

and 10 whom if you wish i.^ i shall be ready to afibrd evevy

information in my powci to acrcmplish the desired cl>' ' ;t

;

but of course, like every othe; professional man. if the i.eld

I
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liefore vou.
, ,

'

t have the honour to be Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servant,

JOHN IT. CHARNOOK.

City of Hamilton, 0. W..

?,Oth Juno, 1854.
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